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Abstract 

Broadband antenna arrays have become increasingly popular for various imaging 

applications, such as radio telescopes and radar, where high sensitivity and 

resolution are required. High sensitivity requires the development of large scale 

broadband arrays capable of imaging distant sources at many different 

wavelengths, in addition to overcoming noise and jamming signals. The design of 

large scale broadband antenna arrays requires large number antennas, increasing 

the cost and complexity of the overall system. Moreover, noise sources often vary, 

depending on their wavelengths and angular locations. This increases the overall 

design complexity particularly for broadband applications where the performance 

depends not only on the required bandwidth, but also on the frequency band. 

This thesis provides a study of broadband antenna array systems for large scale 

applications. The study investigates different tradeoffs associated with designing 

such systems and drives a novel design approach to optimize both their cost and 

performance for a wide range of applications. In addition, the thesis includes 

measurements of a suitable array to validate the computational predictions. 

Moreover, the thesis also demonstrates how this study can be utilized to optimize 

a broadband antenna array system suitable for a low frequency radio telescope.  
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Chapter1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

In this thesis large scale broadband antenna arrays refer to arrays of thousands of 

antennas operating over a bandwidth of several octaves. The main reason for 

building such arrays is their ability to provide a highly sensitive multiband 

instrument. Such large arrays have been difficult to achieve in the past due to their 

high cost and large processing required for their operation. However, the recent 

advance in computing power facilitates the achievement of such large radio 

systems. 

 

Figure 1.1: Relative sensitivity for different existing radio telescopes [1] 
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 One major application is a radio telescope, where high sensitivity is required in 

order to image distant sources at many different wavelengths. Many radio 

telescopes have been built over the last few decades, revolutionizing astronomy 

and changing our understanding of the universe. However, the increasing demand 

for sensitivity requires developing the next generation of radio telescopes, such as 

the Square Kilometre Array (SKA), which will have a million square meters of 

collecting area, making it at least 50 times more sensitive, and able to survey the 

sky 10,000 times faster than any imaging radio telescope array ever built [1]. With 

such an instrument scientists believe they will be able to make many new 

discoveries as well as solving many mysteries in science and verifying existing 

theories. Figure 1.1 shows the evolution of radio telescopes over the past eight 

decades.  

 

Figure 1.2: Artist impression of an SKA station [1] 
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Figure 1.2 shows an artist impression of a typical SKA station consisting of low 

frequency sparse aperture array, a middle frequency dense aperture array and a 

high frequency array of dishes.  

Other applications of large scale broadband arrays include high sensitivity high 

resolution multiband military radars. Such systems are required for long range 

detection and to overcome enemy jamming signals. 

Due to their recent demands, such large broadband antenna array systems have 

not been widely considered. This requires the development of computational 

models capable of modelling such large structure in order to predict and improve 

both the cost and the performance of the system. 

1.2 Overview 

An antenna can be defined as a transducer between and electromagnetic waves 

radiated through space and electromagnetic waves contained by a transmission 

line [Hansen]. An antenna array consists of more than one antenna, often called 

element, where the signals received/ transmitted by each antenna element are 

combined to form a single output. Each antenna element can be weighted prior to 

combination and hence control the overall radiation performance. If active 

components are used to apply the weights, then the antenna performance can be 

controlled electronically.  This scheme has been shown to offer an enhancement 

in performance and flexibility over a single antenna [haupt]. The development of 

antenna arrays began over 100 years ago and their theory has been widely 

covered in the literature. References [40-43] provide a good review. However, this 

section introduces the basics of antenna arrays in order to familiarise the reader 

with the main concept and tradeoffs in antenna array design. 
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Definitions:  

Radiation Pattern: A function describing the spatial distribution of field strength 

produced by the antenna. 

Radiation Efficiency: The ratio of the radiated power to the total power delivered to 

the antenna. 

Total Efficiency: The ratio of the total radiated power to the total power input to the 

antenna. 

Effective area: The area of a perfect antenna which absorbs the same amount of 

power from an incident plane wave as the actual antenna  

Directivity: The ratio of power per solid unit angle in the direction of the maximum 

to the average radiated power per unit solid angle. 

Gain: The ratio of power per solid unit angle in the direction of the maximum to the 

average radiated power per unit solid angle delivered to the antenna. 

Mutual Coupling: The change of an antenna element performance due to the 

presence of other antenna element in its environment.  

Main Beam: The beam that contains the maximum radiation intensity 

Side Lobes: are lobes in direction/s other than the main beam. 

Grating Lobes: Additional main beams produced by the periodic-structure 

Field Regions: The field surrounding the antenna and can in principle be divided 

into three regions: 
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                           1. Far field: The field region far away from the antenna where the 

radiation pattern does not change shape with distance. 

                          2. Reactive near field: The field region in the immediate vicinity of 

the antenna. Here the electric and magnetic fields are 90 degrees out of phase 

                       3. Radiating near field: The field region between the far field and the 

reactive near field. In this region, the radiation field can vary considerably with 

distance. 

Antenna noise temperature: The noise temperature due to the antenna 

environment 

System noise temperature: The sum of all noise sources in the system including 

the antennas, receivers and nearby electronics. 

Sensitivity: The ratio between the total effective area and the overall system noise 

temperature. 

Figure 1.3 shows an array of n isotropic elements separated by equal distance 	 

along a single line. Assuming each element has equal amplitude and a 

progressive phase lead of H to the preceding one, the total field at a large distance 

in the direction of 5 and referenced to source 1 can be written as  

 

                         � ; 1 I JK I JLK I JMK I N JO�DEPK … … … … … … … … … … … … . O1.1P 
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Figure 1.3 Linear uniform array 

Equation (1.1) can be compacted as: 

                                          � ; R JO�DEPK … … … … … … . … … … … … … … . . … . … … … O1.2P �
�SE  

Where F indicates the array factor, T is the total phase difference of field from 

adjacent elements and is expresses as: 

                                                T ; �	UVW5 I H … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … O1.3P 

Where � is the wave number, written as: 

                                                             � ; 2X9 … … … … … … … … … … … … . . … . … … … … … O1.4P 
Such an array is known as uniform array. The array factor of 16 elements array 

separated by an equal distance of half wavelength is shown in figure 1.4. The 

directivity of such array can be computed from the array factor as: 
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                                                     � ; 4πmax O�PL
^ �LW_�5	5L`a

… … … … … … … … . … … … … O1.5P 

If the distance between elements exceeds one wavelength, the array is said to be 

under-sampled resulting in grating lobes appearing in real space as depicted in 

figure 1.5  

 

Figure 1.4 Radiation pattern of 16 element half wavelength separated linear array 

 

Figure 1.5 Radiation pattern of 16 element separated by a distance of 1.5 

wavelength 
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It is possible to control the behaviour of the array by applying different relative 

phase shift at each element excitation to obtain different performance such as 

steering the main beam to a desired angle in space as shown in figure 1.6. The 

different excitations are known as weights -� and equation 1.2 becomes 

                                                        � ; R -�JO�DEPK�
�SE … … … … … … … … … . … … … … O1.6P 

 The above equations are valid for uniform linear arrays. However, as shown in 

section 2 of this thesis, the formulas are generalized for arrays of any number of 

elements and geometrical distributions   

 

Figure 1.6 Radiation pattern of 16 element array with main beam scanning 

A typical antenna array receive architecture is shown in Figure 1.7, where the 

signal received by each antenna element is amplified, shown here as Low Noise 

Amplifiers (LNA), and then passed through receiver chains1. The signals from 

each element are then weighted and combined by a beamforming network to yield 

                                                           
1
 In this thesis, receive arrays are considered. However, from the theory of reciprocity, the basic 

approach applies to both receive and transmit arrays [52]. 
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a single array output. An increasingly common approach, particularly in receive 

only arrays, is to implement the weighting and combination digitally to increase 

flexibility [66]. 

 

Figure 1.7: Typical receive antenna array system architecture 

The main figure of merit of such array can be defined in terms of the overall 

effective area ���� and the overall system noise temperature $(*(. This is known 

as the array sensitivity # [2] and is defined as:  

                                                                     # ; ����$(*( … … … … … … … … … … … … . … … … … O1.7P  
The array effective area ���� can be written as: 

                                                      ���� ; 9L4X 0121�3� … … … … … … … … … … … … . . … … … O1.8P  
Where 9  is the wavelength, 0121�3 is the overall array efficiency, and � is the 

directivity of the array [3]. See section 2.2 for more details. 
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The system noise temperature can be written as: 

                                                $(*( ; 0121�3$% I O1 b 0121�3P$��& I $�'% … … … . . . … … O1.9P  
Where $% is the antenna noise temperature, $��& is the physical temperature with 

a typical value of 290 [Kelvin] and  $�'% is the low noise amplifier noise 

temperature [4]. 

The antenna noise temperature is the noise temperature due to the antenna array 

environment. The antenna noise temperature is due to various atmospheric, 

ground and cosmic sources [4]. The antenna temperature due to the sky 

brightness temperature at a particular frequency can be written as:  

                                   $% ; d|�O5, 6P|L. $()*O5, 6P. W_�5. 	5. 	6d|�O5, 6P|L. W_�5. 	5. 	6  … … … . … . . … … O1.10P  
Where � is the array radiation pattern, $()* is the sky brightness temperature, 5 

and 6 are the elevation and azimuth angles respectively [4]. 

 The sensitivity can now be rewritten as: 

                                        # ; 9L0121�3�4XO0121�3$% I O1 b 0121�3P$��& I $�'% P … … … . . … … O1.11P   
The above equation shows that higher sensitivity can be achieved by increasing 

the array directivity �. The consequence is a large array containing many 

elements, increasing the complexity and the cost of the system. Higher sensitivity 

can also be achieved by reducing the system noise temperature, particularly 

reducing the antenna noise temperature. This can be achieved by reducing the 

array receiving power at angles of high noise sources, equation (1.10). Moreover, 

for broadband arrays, the angular location and magnitude of different noise 
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sources often vary across the band. In addition, the array directivity is also 

frequency dependant. Therefore, in order to reduce the complexity of the system, 

it is essential to be able to optimize the array directivity and radiation pattern over 

a broadband in order to meet certain sensitivity requirements with the minimum 

number of elements.   

Inspection of equation (1.11) shows the relationship between sensitivity and the 

array total efficiency 0121�3, where its effect on sensitivity reduces when the 

antenna noise temperature is significantly larger than the ambient temperature 

(provided a reasonable LNA noise temperature is achieved). This is illustrated in 

figure 1.8 where the change in sensitivity due to the total efficiency is plotted for 

increasing antenna noise temperature. The figure shows the little impact of total 

efficiency on sensitivity for high antenna noise temperature. 

Figure 1.8: Sensitivity vs. Total Efficiency for different antenna noise temperatures 
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It is also possible to increase sensitivity by reducing the LNA noise temperature. 

However, LNAs and receivers are not considered in this thesis.    

One way of optimizing broadband arrays is via element distribution2. However, the 

element distribution affects other parts of the system such as beamforming 

capability and mutual coupling. This thesis studies the effect of element 

distribution on the broadband performance of antenna array outlining how it can be 

utilized to optimize the performance and reduce the complexity of the overall 

system. 

The concept and design of antenna array systems are widely covered in the 

literature; references [40-43] provide a good back ground. The following 

subsections provide a literature review highlighting the main issues associated 

with designing large scale broadband antenna arrays. Section 1.4 lists a number 

of novel elements of the thesis 

1.2.1 Array Geometry 

Array geometry is defined in this thesis as the relative distribution of antenna 

elements within a certain defined aperture. The types of array aperture can be 

classified as Linear, planar, or conformal. A linear aperture has all elements 

arranged on a single straight line, whereas a planar aperture has elements 

distributed on a single plane3. In the case of conformal apertures, the elements are 

distributed over a three dimensional space. 

The choice of geometry effects many aspects of the array performance including 

directivity, side lobes, and radiation pattern and hence, the optimum choice of 

                                                           
2
 In this thesis, the element distribution refers to the spatial locations of antenna elements. It is also 

referred to as array geometry or array configuration. 
3
 This thesis considers planar array geometry with circular outline.  
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geometry it is application dependant. For periodic arrays, a half wavelength 

regular separation is often used to satisfy the Nyquist sampling theorem [5]. Such 

an array is also referred to as fully filled, regular, or dense array. As the array is 

fully sampled, the directivity is proportional to the array aperture area for a given 

side lobe requirement. A large area is required in order to achieve high directivity, 

this leads to increase in the number of elements and therefore increasing the cost 

of the overall system. However, it has been shown that it is possible to maintain 

overall performance requirement tradeoffs with fewer elements than a dense array 

[6]. This however means that some elements are now separated by a distance 

larger than half the wavelength. This array is referred to as sparse, thinned, or 

under-sampled array4. The under-sampling often results in an increase in side lobe 

level reducing the directivity. However, in many antenna array applications low 

side lobes is essential to minimize interference from unwanted signals. 

Nevertheless, the antenna positions in a sparse array can be manipulated to 

reduce the effect of the under-sampling improving the side lobes and/or increasing 

the directivity. 

Sparse array geometries are widely discussed in the literature. Early work in [6] 

demonstrates how an arbitrary distributed array has more degrees of freedom than 

a regularly distributed array and can therefore in general achieve the same 

performance with fewer elements. It is shown in [7] how the element position can 

be computed to satisfy a desired low side lobe radiation pattern. In [8] a controlled 

cosine method is used to generate a sparse broadband array with wide scan 

capability and side lobes less than -5 dB. However, such a side lobe level might be 

too high for some applications. In [9] a method is developed whereby the radiation 
                                                           
4 These terms are ill defined in the literature. However, they are used interchangeably in this thesis    

to refer to arrays containing element separation more than half wavelength.  
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pattern is converted into a series of integrals which can then be used with a 

function that determines the positions of a sparse array. A dynamic programming 

technique is developed in [10], which uses trial and error to iteratively determine 

the position of each element to achieve certain sidelobe performance criteria. 

Random sparse array is discussed in [11] where it is shown how a narrower beam 

can be achieved by distributing elements over a larger aperture without 

significantly increasing the side lobes or reducing directivity. Statistically thinned 

arrays are discussed in [12] where the number of elements can be reduced 

significantly, while maintaining good control on side lobes. A critical study in [13] 

shows that while the above techniques do provide lower side lobes in some cases, 

their resultant sidelobe level are however not truly optimum.  

A comparison between randomly thinned arrays and algorithmically designed 

aperiodic arrays in [14] shows that algorithmically designed aperiodic arrays can in 

general be superior to random arrays in terms of side lobe performance. It 

concludes that such algorithms can avoid element locations that could cause 

unexpectedly high side lobes.  

The concept of genetic algorithms (GA) was applied to linear arrays in [15] and 

[16] and compared with other optimization techniques. The studies show that even 

though they are slow, (GA) have been successfully applied to the design and 

optimization of thinned arrays. The concept of difference set is applied in [17] in 

order to largely thin phased arrays while controlling side lobe level. The method 

shows better sidelobe performance achieved over genetic algorithms and dynamic 

programming algorithms mentioned above. The study also concludes that the 

technique is useful when simultaneous beams are required. The work in [18] is a 

detail study on fractal antenna design and its potential application to both 
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antennas and array thinning. Further work is followed by the same authors in [19] 

combining the concept of fractal array with GA to devise array geometries with low 

side lobes over wide frequencies. Logarithmic spiral geometry is proposed in [20] 

and shown to have no grating lobes even with element separation of several 

wavelengths. Similar geometry is optimized in [21] for the purpose of multiple 

beams application in satellite coverage. A (GA) is used in [22] to reduce the 

number of elements in a concentric ring arrays to obtain side lobes as low as -27 

dB are achieved. An array thinning method using pattern search is proposed in 

[23] where it is compared to previous (GA) thinning techniques. It’s shown that 

pattern search is a faster approach to (GA) and leads to more optimum thinning 

provided that an appropriate starting condition is selected. Broadband array 

geometry based on optimization of aperiodic tilling is demonstrated in [24]. Such 

geometries are shown to widely extend the bandwidth of antenna arrays for many 

octaves while maintaining reasonable control on side lobes. The implementation of 

the proposed technique requires less computation than other search algorithms. 

Design aspect and tradeoffs between dense and sparse arrays for large radio 

telescope design are considered in [25]. The study shows the cost effectiveness of 

sparse designs for frequencies between 70-700MHz. 

The techniques and algorithms to optimize array geometry in the literature can be 

classified as deterministic or non-deterministic or a combination of the two. A 

deterministic approach relies on computing the optimum element position 

according to a known analytical function such as in [17-20]. Whereas, a non-

deterministic technique follows a certain search algorithm to determine the 

element location such as (GA) techniques in [15] & [16], or uses statistically based 

methods such as trial and error to determine element locations. The two 
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techniques can also be combined for more optimization such as in [24]. Non-

deterministic approaches can in general require more computation than 

deterministic approaches since they involve some form of iteration. In the case of 

large scale broadband arrays, it is not only difficult to define an optimization 

function to account for array performance over the entire frequency band, but it 

would require large computational resources to carry out the iterations with no 

guarantee of convergence. Section 2.2 addresses this subject further and outlines 

the geometry optimization approach undertaken in this thesis.   

1.2.2 Broadband Antenna Element 

A frequency independent antenna can be defined as an antenna whose input 

impedance and radiation characteristics do not change with frequency. Since the 

radiation characteristics of an antenna depend on the ratio of its physical length to 

the wavelength, an antenna that has its entire geometry defined by angle and is 

infinite in length is frequency independent [26]. However, the antenna dimension is 

finite in reality, and so will be its bandwidth. Nevertheless, bandwidths as wide as 

20:1 have been achieved [27].  

The choice of broadband element type for an array depends highly on the array 

geometry and the overall application. One major trade off is directivity vs. array 

scanning performance. While high directivity is usually required to provide better 

signal to noise ratio, a high directivity means low power is radiating at far angles 

therefore limiting the scanning performance. In addition, high directivity requires in 

general, larger physical structures forcing larger element separations and hence 

limiting the scanning performance further and increase side lobes. 
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 The design of an antenna as a broadband array element depends on the 

geometry and can be classified as infinite or finite array design. In the case if large 

periodic arrays, most antennas experience similar effects from neighbouring 

antennas due to the symmetry except for edge elements, and therefore best 

optimized in the array environment. In aperiodic arrays, and small periodic arrays, 

the effect on each element varies across the array, and therefore best optimized in 

isolation. While it is not the main focus of this research to study the detailed design 

of different broadband antennas for large array systems, a tapered slot broadband 

antenna is designed in order to study the effect of the geometry and verify the 

concept. This is discussed further in section 2.3 

1.2.3 Mutual Coupling  

The impedance and radiation characteristics of an antenna element in an antenna 

array can change due to radiation from neighbouring elements. This is known as 

mutual coupling. In periodic arrays, this effect can be utilized to optimize the 

impedance matching of antenna elements for broadband performance. This is 

made possible by the symmetry of periodic arrays where each element is in similar 

coupling environment. However, for aperiodic arrays the coupling effect can vary 

significantly for each element resulting in different impedances and embedded 

radiation patterns for each element. This can cause impedance mismatch across 

the array reducing efficiency, in addition to resulting in an undesired array radiation 

patterns such as increase of side lobe level and hence a drop of directivity. 

However, the effect of mutual coupling might be reasonably represented in the 

mutual coupling matrix which can in certain circumstances be solved for voltage 

weights that can be applied in order to compensate for the effect of mutual 

coupling and rectify performance. Nonetheless, under severe coupling conditions, 
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higher order currents might be present expanding the mutual coupling matrix 

making a solution for compensation more difficult to achieve. See section 2.4 for 

more details.  

Computing the mutual coupling effect is therefore important, in order to accurately 

model antenna array systems, and many techniques have been developed and 

optimized. These techniques can in general be classified as: 

1. Analytical solution: This technique relies on calculating the impedance 

change on one antenna in the presence of another radiating antenna as a 

function of distance. This can then be repeated for all antenna elements in 

the array forming the mutual coupling matrix. In [28] the mutual impedance 

as a function of distance for infinitely thin wire dipoles is presented. It shows 

that the mutual impedance reduces significantly when the dipoles are more 

than one wavelength apart where it becomes negligible at wider 

separations. Other analytical solutions are discussed in [29] for finite arrays. 

Analytical solutions are very useful since it directly fills the entries of the 

mutual coupling matrix and can be optimized for the analysis of sparse 

arrays where the computational complexity can be reduced [30]. However, 

this is true only when the geometrical structure of the antenna element 

under consideration is relatively simple. An analytic closed form solution is 

not normally available for complex elements, making it necessary to use 

numerical techniques for more accurate modelling. This greatly increases 

the computational complexity of the problem. 
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2. Full-wave solution: A full-wave solution refers to various numerical 

methods that aim to solve Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetic 

modelling. This process is also known as Computational Electromagnetic 

Modelling (CEM). The choice of method for modelling depends on the 

nature of the problem since each method has its own advantageous and 

disadvantageous. Finite Element method (FEM) and Finite Integration 

Technique (FIT) have been widely implemented in many commercial 

software such as HFSSTM and CST for three dimensional full wave 

simulations. In this type of modelling the problem space is defined around 

the antenna and the whole of its interior which has to be meshed normally 

in cubic cells, including free space. While providing good modelling 

accuracy including complex geometries and materials, they demand large 

computational resources when the size of the problem increases. A more 

computationally efficient technique is the Method of Moment (MoM) which 

calculates currents flowing on surfaces from which it calculates radiation 

properties. As it is only meshing surfaces, it is more efficient in terms of 

computational resources but its only limited to problems involving good 

conductor. Once the full wave solution is obtained the impedances and 

radiation characteristic at any point in the array can be determined including 

the mutual coupling. Reference [31] provides a good background on the 

various CEM techniques. 

1.2.4 Beamforming 

Beamforming is a widely used signal processing technique in antenna array 

applications. The aim is to maximize or minimize the radiating power in certain 

direction/s in order to increase the signal to noise ratio. This is particularly useful in 
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applications where the direction of the desired signals and noise are known. This 

can be achieved by forming a desired radiation pattern shape, and calculating the 

appropriate weighs to be applied. Many beamforming algorithms are covered in 

the literature for narrowband and wideband applications [27] and [32]. This 

includes Amplitude Tapered (AT), Mean Square (MS), Linear Constraints Mean 

Variance (LCMV), null steering (NS), Sample Matrix Inversion (SMI) etc. These 

methods are also applicable to sparse arrays, however, the under-sampling and 

irregularities due to the large and arbitrary element separations imposes a 

limitation on achieving an optimum desired radiation pattern [36]. Moreover, the 

presence of varying mutual coupling between the elements exerts extra 

constraints on the ability of the beamformer to achieve desired performance. 

Therefore many beamforming techniques rely on numerical solution and iteration 

to achieve an optimum solution such as (GA) in [37]. A general broadband 

beamforming algorithm is proposed in [38] where the optimum weights can be 

computed for any array geometry. A method is proposed in [39] based on re-

sampling the optimal Dolph Chebyshev window computed for a uniform line or 

planar array of equivalent aperture at the element position of the irregular array. A 

beamforming algorithm for arbitrary array in the presence of mutual coupling is 

presented in [40]. The algorithm relies on the embedded element pattern and the 

coupling matrix to compute the weights that minimize radiations in certain 

directions while maintain maximum radiation in the desired direction. A review of 

various mutual coupling compensation methods in antenna arrays can be found 

from [42]. The paper also comments on the advantages and disadvantages of 

different compensation algorithms. In this thesis, the effect of array geometry on 

different beamforming schemes is compared. This is presented in chapter 6. 
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1.3 Large scale broadband array design tradeoffs 

The previous sections illustrate the main principles of broadband antenna array 

systems. For large scale arrays, the main complexity is due to the large number of 

antenna elements required to fill such large array apertures in a uniform 

distribution. Reducing the number of element in a uniform distribution in order to 

reduce complexity, results in under-sampled or thinned array increasing the side 

lobe level and reducing the directivity. However, the element distribution can be 

manipulated to reduce the effect of thinning. Therefore, one tradeoff is directivity 

and side lobes versus the number of elements. In addition, due to broadband 

requirements, the distribution of the elements must tradeoff directivity and side 

lobe that can be obtained at a narrow band to improve directivity and side lobes 

over wider bandwidths. Moreover, the above tradeoffs often affect the 

performance of the antenna element, the mutual coupling, in addition to beam 

forming operations. Therefore, further tradeoffs have also to be considered such 

as the antenna element size, radiation pattern, and the minimum separation 

between the antenna elements in the array. Chapter 2 illustrates these tradeoffs 

further.  

 

1.4 Contribution 

The vast majority of array thinning studies aim to reduce the number of elements 

in relatively small antenna arrays for narrow band applications. While some of 

these techniques are applicable to broadband applications and larger arrays, the 

majority rely on search techniques such as (GA) and pattern search. Even though 

other studies optimized many of those techniques for speed, they suffer from 

computational complexity when applied to large broadband arrays with many 
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thousands of elements. This is due to the increasing size of optimization 

parameters, since thousands of positions need to be optimized over many 

frequency bands, while providing no guarantee to the geometry being optimum. 

Moreover, most studies consider idealized element radiation patterns with mutual 

coupling effect being ignored which can reduce the practical evaluation of array 

performance. In addition, most of the array thinning studies focused on the 

optimization of the side lobe level with little attention to directivity particularly over 

a broadband. 

This thesis considers the different performance and cost tradeoffs associated with 

large scale broadband arrays including the effect of the antenna element and their 

mutual coupling. Novel elements of the thesis include: 

• Provide a new approach to designing large scale broadband array 

geometries. The technique can be rapidly applied giving a greater insight 

to the main tradeoffs making it suitable for optimizing wide range of 

applications. 

• Study the performance of different geometries by integrating a 

broadband antenna as an array element. 

• Study the mutual coupling effect for different geometries 

• Investigate the beamforming limitations for different geometries. 

• Demonstrate how this study can be utilized to optimize the cost and 

performance of a large scale broadband array as a radio telescope for 

astronomical applications.   
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The study also includes the construction of hardware model for optimized 

geometry pattern measurements. 

1.5 Chapter Summary 

Large scale broadband antenna arrays are becoming increasingly popular for 

highly sensitive radio imaging and detecting instruments. The large size and 

bandwidth increases the cost and complexity of the system making them difficult to 

achieve in practice. However, previous work shows that through antenna element 

distribution, many tradeoffs and optimizations can be achieved, which can reduce 

the number of antenna elements for a certain requirement/s, thus reducing the 

cost and complexity of the overall system. Nonetheless, the existing techniques 

consider small size broadband arrays or narrowband arrays with little attention to 

the effect of mutual coupling between neighbouring antenna elements. 

This thesis investigates the effect of the array geometry on the broadband 

performance of large scale antenna arrays. It illustrates the advantageous and 

limitations of the geometry and its impact on the design of the overall system 

including mutual coupling and beamforming capabilities. The study provides a 

useful design tool for cost and performance optimization of large scale broadband 

antenna arrays. This is achieved through the new design approach adopted in this 

thesis taking into account the effect of various system parts on the overall 

performance.
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Chapter 2: Approach 

 

2.1 Introduction 

From chapter 1, the design complexity of antenna array systems is due to the 

complex interaction between different parts of the system such as array geometry, 

antenna element and their mutual coupling. The complexity is increased in further 

in broadband systems due to the size of the problem where many parameters 

have to be optimized for many frequencies.  

The thesis adopts an approach where the effects of each part of the system on the 

overall performance are considered progressively. Initially, the broadband effect of 

the antenna element distribution on the array directivity and the sidelobes is 

studied for a wide range of geometries. This is achieved through a self built code 

in Matlab. The code is written to efficiently handle large arrays. The study then 

shows how these arrays can be scaled to any frequency band and aperture size. 

The scaling concept is then verified by including a broadband antenna element 

and comparing the full wave solution of smaller scaled arrays which includes the 

mutual coupling effect. The full wave solution is also used to verify the effect of the 

geometry on the array performance and its impact on mutual coupling and 

beamforming. 

The thesis then presents a hardware design for radiation pattern measurements of 

a 32 element sparse array with low mutual coupling and low sidelobes. The aim of 
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the hardware design is to verify the benefit of the element distribution on the array 

performance. The study concludes by proposing optimized array geometries 

suitable as a broadband radio telescope for low frequency radio astronomy. 

2.2 Geometry Optimization 

The distribution of antenna elements in an antenna array plays a major role in the 

performance of the overall antenna array system. 

 

Figure 2.1: Array coordinate systems 

 

Consider the coordinate system shown in figure 2.1 where the antenna elements 

are distributed on the g b h plane. Assuming each element has an equal 

amplitude and phase and is radiating in the positive z direction, the total field at the 

observation point P at a distance R from the origin is equivalent to the sum of all 

the antenna fields contribution at the specified angles 5 and 6 . This can be 

calculated for all angular space to yield the array factor which can be written as: 
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                             �O5, 6P ; R iJ)O�j(
�k72(lm*j(
�k(
�lPn … … … … … … … . O2.1P'
�SE  

Where � is the number of elements in the array, � is the free space wave number, 

5 and 6 are the elevation and azimuth angles respectively, and O��, .�P are the 

coordinates of the �1o element in the g b h plane, figure 2.1 

The array directivity at a particular angle can be defined as the ratio of the power 

radiated by the array at that angle in space O 5a, 6aP to the power radiated from an 

isotropic radiator.  

                         � ; 4X�LO 5a, 6aP^ ^ �LO5, 6P. sin O5 P	5àL`a 	6 … … … … … … … … … … … … . O2.2P 
 

If the direction O 5a, 6aP is the direction of the maximum radiating power, then the 

directivity is also a maximum (Peak Directivity). The direction of the maximum 

radiating power is often contained in the main beam whereas radiating power in 

other directions is referred to as side lobes. The gain is equal to the directivity 

minus all the losses in the array system which can be written as: 

 

                                                        � ; 0 121�3� … … … … … … … … … … … . … . … … … . O2.3P 

 

where 0 121�3  is the total efficiency 

From equation 2.2, the directivity � of a single hemispherical element radiating in 

the positive z direction in figure 1.1 is equal to 2 or 3dB. It is clear from equations 

2.1 and 2.2 that the array factor, and subsequently the array directivity depend on 

the number of antenna elements �  and their relative positions in wavelength. It is 

often desired to maximize the array directivity from a certain number of elements. 
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For a rectangular periodic array at boresight with the main beam along the z axis 

in figure 2.1, the maximum possible directivity ���� is achieved at frequency  ���� 

corresponding to element separation of approximately 0.99���. Since the total 

array directivity is related to the total radiation pattern from all the elements, which 

is the summation of the total voltages received from each element, and not the 

linear summation of individual antenna directivities, the achieved directivity can be 

larger than � r �5. However, the achieved array directivity compared to � r � is 

considered in this thesis as a fair cost efficiency assessment figure over the band. 

In the case of broadband arrays, for frequencies less than ���� the array directivity 

drops due to the decrease of aperture size in wavelength broadening the main 

beam. At lower frequencies the array directivity can be less than � r � due to 

many elements becoming too close together in terms of wavelength reducing their 

contribution to the array directivity. The effect of directivity drop at low frequencies 

can be referred to as oversampling. This oversampling means that the array is 

redundant in terms of number of elements and is therefore inefficient from a cost 

point of view. On the other hand, for frequencies above ���� , the array directivity 

also drops, this time due under-sampling caused by element separations larger 

than one wavelength. The under-sampling results in an increase in side lobe levels 

thus reducing the array directivity which can be less than � r � at higher 

frequencies. However, the effect of the under-sampling can be reduced by 

manipulating the element positions to decrease side lobes and maintain high 

directivity over the band.  This must come at the expense of reducing the peak 

����  achieved over a narrow band to obtain better directivity and sidelobe 

performance over a broad frequency band. In other words, the optimization of 

                                                           
5
 For a hemispherical element radiation in the positive z direction � r � ; sVt10O2�P 
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broadband array geometry trades off maximum possible directivity achieved from 

� elements at narrow band for directivity and side lobes over a wide bandwidth. In 

many broadband antenna array applications contribution from various noise 

sources might vary across the band making it necessary to maintain high 

directivity at those frequencies as mentioned in section 1.2.  

As discussed in section 1.2.1, various methods of designing sparse array 

geometries aim to reduce the number of elements in a dense array while 

maintaining certain predefined performance criteria (hence the term thinning). 

Other methods intend to determine the minimum number of elements to satisfy a 

desired performance. In this thesis, a method is proposed whereby a constant 

aperture size is defined that is allowed to contain a constant number of elements. 

The positions of elements can now be changed and optimized using different non 

iterative techniques yielding different geometries where the performance of 

directivity, mean and peak side lobes as well as radiation patterns can be 

compared over a wide band. The constant aperture size and number of idealized 

elements allows comparison of different arrays from a pure geometrical point of 

view. This enables the designer to closely understand different performance 

tradeoffs for a wide range of geometries in order to select the best choice suitable 

for the application. Since this research deals with large scale arrays containing 

many thousands of elements, the method avoids iterative search techniques, 

which often require computing the array performance at each iteration. Instead, 

simple space tapering6 and randomization techniques are used. In other words, 

                                                           
6
 In this thesis, the term tapering, unless explained otherwise, refers to the physical displacement of 

antenna elements in the array according to certain tapering function. It should not be confused with 

amplitude tapering where each element is giving a certain relative weight. The latter is discussed in section 

7.4 
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the method aims to optimize the array performance bandwidth of � elements 

through their distribution. 

The geometry optimization method proposed in this thesis consists of two stages. 

The first stage starts by initially assuming a relatively large (1000) number of 

elements operating at a very wide bandwidth of (20:1) that can be distributed 

anywhere within a constant 1009� diameter circular aperture, where 9� is the 

wavelength of the highest frequency. Initially, a hemispherical element is assumed 

over the band. The directivity, side lobe and radiation patterns performance over 

the band for different geometries are then compared for tradeoffs. The radiation 

patterns for each frequency point over the considered band can be calculated from 

equation 2.1. Subsequently, the directivity is calculated using equation 2.2 for the 

corresponding frequency point. The side lobe level locations can be obtained by 

applying the prebuilt (image regional maxima) function in MATLAB to the radiation 

pattern data obtained from equation 2.1. The function identifies the locations of all 

peaks in the data and by eliminating the peak of the main beam the average and 

maximum side lobe levels are obtained. This process is repeated for each 

frequency point to obtain the peak and mean side lobe level over the band. 

Since the minimum element separation in the array distribution imposes a 

limitation on the maximum element size, different geometries are also compared 

according to their minimum separation 	�
� in addition to the maximum and 

average separations  	���and  	�� in order to give more insight into the geometry. 

Inspection of equation 2.1 and 2.2 reveals the computational complexity in 

obtaining the radiation pattern particularly when the array size is large in terms of 

wavelength. Therefore the self built MATLAB antenna array computational tool has 
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been built using matrix multiplications and avoids using loops to increase the 

speed. The simulation then would require a large memory machine to handle the 

corresponding large matrices. The code also allows for an antenna element 

radiation pattern to be included as the element pattern in addition to amplitude 

weights for comparison with full wave simulations in chapters 5 and 6.  

This first stage is applied to various periodic and aperiodic arrays in chapters 3 

and 4 respectively. The second stage of the method is discussed in chapter 5 

where it is shown how the arrays can be scaled to any desired size and frequency 

band. 

 2.3 Broadband Antenna Element Design 

The geometry analysis outlined in the previous section and later applied in chapter 

3 and 4 assume infinitely small size elements with (20:1) bandwidth. However, the 

array bandwidth is ultimately limited by the finite bandwidth of the antenna 

elements. Moreover, the element physical size forces a constraint on the minimum 

separation allowed in the array distribution. The antenna element must be 

optimized to meet the low frequency requirements with the minimum physical size 

in order to allow for more geometry flexibility. As mentioned in section 1.2.2 the 

type of broadband element design depends on the geometry and can be 

categorized as: 

 

1. Infinite arrays: For large periodic arrays, the effect of symmetry is utilized 

where the antenna element is optimized in the array environment where the 

radiation from neighbouring antenna elements increase the effective 

aperture of the antenna improving its matching at low frequencies. The 
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performance of the remaining antenna elements will be approximately the 

same due to the symmetry except for edge elements which can be ignored 

for large arrays [43]  

 

2. Finite arrays: For irregular arrays, the asymmetry can cause significant 

variations on the performance of each element due to the variation of the 

electromagnetic environment seen by each element. These variations 

increase when neighbouring antennas are closely separated in terms of 

wavelength. Details of infinite vs. finite array modelling can be reviewed 

from [44]  

There exist many types of broadband antennas such as log periodic antenna [45], 

Horn antenna [45], bowtie antenna  [46] and tapered slot antenna [47]. 

For an element that has a radiation pattern �O5, 6P, equation 1 can be extended 

as: 

                             �O5, 8P ; R �O5, 6PiJ)O�j(
�k72(lm*j(
�k(
�lPn … … … … … … . O2.4P'
�SE  

Equation 2.4 shows the importance of the element radiation pattern on the overall 

array radiation pattern where the elements receive field at a particular angle is 

multiplied by the array factor. To first order, the isolated element7 radiation pattern 

can be assumed as the element radiation pattern A, in equation 2.4. The resultant 

array radiation pattern does not account for the mutual coupling effect. The mutual 

coupling effect can be included by using the active element radiations patterns 

[48]. The active element pattern for a particular element in the array can be 

                                                           
7
 The Isolated element radiation pattern refers to the radiation pattern of a single element. 
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calculated by exciting that element while all other elements in the array are 

terminated in a match load.     

A broadband antenna is generally more complex in shape than a narrow band 

antenna [44], and the choice of an antenna as an array element depends highly on 

the application. The main tradeoffs include directivity, scanning performance, 

bandwidth and size. Since the main aim of the thesis is array geometry 

optimization, many broadband element types can be chosen as the array element.      

• Fork Tapered Slot Broadband Antenna 

A linearly polarized fork tapered antenna has been designed in this thesis to be 

used with the geometry optimization. The antenna is show in figure 2.2 with a 

maximum length of one wavelength and a maximum width of half wavelength at 

300 MHz.  

Introducing slots in the antenna front, as can be seen from figure 2.2, extends the 

effective length of the aperture extending the antenna low frequency operation 

while maintain a relatively smaller antenna. This technique is useful since it allows 

for more flexibility on the element spacing in the array. A smaller antenna might 

also reduce its cost. 

 9/2 
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Figure 2.2: Fork tapered slot broadband antenna 

 

The antenna is optimized to operate between 400-1300 MHz with a relaxed 

matching at around 300 MHz.  

The return loss is shown in figure 2.3 

 

Figure 2.3: Fork tapered slot antenna return loss 

9 
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The antenna was also designed to have a reasonably constant directivity and 

radiation patterns over the band in order minimize its effect on the overall radiation 

pattern. The E and H plane radiation patterns at various frequencies are shown in 

figures 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. 

 

Figure 2.4: Isolated fork tapered slot antenna E plane radiation pattern 
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Figure 2.5: Isolated fork tapered slot antenna H plane radiation pattern  

2.4 Mutual Coupling Consideration 

In many antenna array analyses, it is common to assume that the elements are 

independent and the geometry study in chapters 3 and 4 are based on this 

assumption. In practice, the elements interact together for each antenna element, 

radiation from other neighbouring antenna elements are received, disturbing its 

current flow and hence its radiation pattern and impedance. This effect is known 

as mutual coupling. It is possible to derive an element pattern which includes the 

effect of mutual coupling in the array this is known as the embedded element 

pattern or the active element pattern [47].  

In general, the effect of mutual coupling on an antenna element depends on the 

antenna element structure and the distance to adjacent elements. At large 

separations, the power received by an antenna element from its neighbours is 
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small compared to the power driving that antenna element and hence the mutual 

coupling effect can be ignored.  However, as the separation is decreased, the 

power received by the antenna element from its neighbouring elements becomes 

larger. This however might not significantly alter the shape of the main current flow 

on the antenna element but can change the amplitude and phase of its feed point. 

Mutual coupling can therefore be viewed as changing the input impedance of the 

element and subsequently changing the matching between the antenna feed point 

and the feeding transmission line. This mismatch results in power being reflected 

by the antenna reducing its efficiency and ultimately changes the performance of 

the overall array. In such a case, the effect of mutual coupling can be 

compensated by changing the amplitude and phase of the antenna element drive 

voltage in order to cancel the effect of the mutual coupling. At very small 

separations, the power received from neighbouring antennas becomes 

significantly high and can alter the main current flow on the antenna element. In 

this case the effect of mutual coupling is no longer directly related just to the feed 

point amplitude and phase and a complete correction cannot be to achieve. The 

distance at which this occurs depends on the antenna element structure. However, 

for low directivity elements it can be shown that close separations can be realized 

without significant errors [49]. 

From the above we can see that as long as the effect of mutual coupling does not 

significantly alter the main current flow on the antenna element, the mutual 

coupling effect can be represented by the impedance change of the antenna 

element feed point due to all other elements.  
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Consider a simple antenna element of input impedance / and driven by a source 

voltage +
� with internal impedance /(. Then, the current delivered to the antenna 

is given by: 

                                               +
� ; O/( I /P� … … … … … … … … … … … … . . … … … … O2.5P  
The voltage change 	v on the antenna element due to the radiation from a 

neighbouring element can be written as 

                                              	v ; /�� … … … … … … … … … … . … … … … . . … … … … O2.6P  
 

Where, /� is the mutual impedance 

 

 

For an � identical element coupled array the total voltage on the nth element is the 

sum of the drive voltage and all the voltage changes due to all other antenna 

elements. This can be generalized as: 

                                          +' ; w/EE I /( N /E'x y x/'E N /'' I /(
z �' … … … … … … … . . … … … O2.7P  

Or in matrix notation 

                                                    +, ; �.{{{ � � … … … … … … … … … … … … … … . . … … … … O2.8P  
 

Where +,  is a N column matrix of elements drive voltages, � � is a column matrix of 

elements current and �� is a generalized mutual coupling matrix of order � r � 

with its diagonal representing the elements free space input impedance. In the 

case of no mutual coupling, the matrix �� is a diagonal matrix with all the mutual 

impedances being zero. Providing that the assumption of an insignificant current 
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alteration on the coupled antenna elements holds, the above equation can be 

solved for the correction voltages to be applied at each element to compensate for 

the mutual coupling effect. This is considered in section 6.2.  

From section 1.3, an analytical solution for a generalized antenna element to 

include the mutual coupling effect is difficult to achieve due to the complexity of the 

problem and the variations of each array design. However, numerical full wave 

solution algorithms have been developed which can accurately compute the 

performance of array antennas. As mentioned in section 1.3, these numerical 

solutions become computationally intensive as large structures are considered. 

This requires the development of a special full wave numerical solution 

computational tool such as in [65]. Unfortunately, such computational tools for 

reliable calculations of complex array geometry are not fully matured. This thesis 

shows how the full wave solution of relatively smaller scaled arrays can provide 

reasonable assessments and predictions of the overall effect of mutual coupling 

on the array performance due to the array geometry. This is discussed further in 

chapter 5. In chapter 6, selected geometries are compared for mutual coupling 

cancellation in addition to scanning and amplitude taper. 

2.5 Experimental model 

An experimental array model of 32 dipoles is designed for a narrowband 

measurement. The aim of the model is to verify the radiation pattern 

characteristics achieved by the array due to the element distribution and the 

negligible effect of mutual coupling for such a sparse design. This is considered in 

chapter 7 
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2.6 Application 

Preliminary specifications for the Square Kilometre array (SKA) radio telescope 

can be reviewed from [57]. One requirement includes the low frequency Aperture 

Array (AA) operating between around 70MHz and 450 MHz. Due to the relatively 

bright sky at these frequencies, a large effective area (and subsequently a large 

array) is required to meet the minimum overall sensitivity of the SKA of 4000 |L/
}. This requires a large number of elements increasing the cost and the 

complexity. 

Chapter 8 shows how the studies undertaken in this thesis can be utilized to 

minimize the number of elements required to meet the minimum sensitivity 

requirement over the band. 

2.7 Chapter Summary 

The design of broadband antenna array systems suffers from high complexity due 

to the complex interaction of many subsystem parts. An approach is devised in 

this thesis where each part of the system is considered progressively. Initially, the 

effect of the geometry is considered by optimizing the locations of a constant 

number of elements distributed over a constant aperture size. This facilitates a 

better understanding of the effect of element distribution on the broadband 

performance. 

Next, a broadband antenna element is designed to allow for a more accurate full 

wave solution of small scaled optimized geometries where the effect of mutual 

coupling and beamforming can be assessed. The effect of the geometry is verified 

further by the measurement of a small hardware model. Finally, a number of 
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optimized geometries are proposed as a potential design for the square kilometre 

array low frequency, showing the cost and performance improvement. 
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Chapter3: Periodic Arrays 

 

3.1 Introduction 

A periodic array can be defined as an array whose elements arrangement repeats 

across the aperture. This chapter studies the performance of various periodic 

arrays highlighting their broadband limitations. It also shows how these geometries 

can be optimized in order to achieve a better broadband performance. 

3.2 Square and Triangular Arrays 

The arrays considered are shown in figure 3.1. Initially, an aperture diameter 

��� ; 1009� is defined. Then, a square grid is designed with an inter-element 

spacing that fills that aperture with 1000 elements shown in figure 3.1(a). This 

corresponds to inter-element spacing of 2.89�. Similarly, a grid of equilateral 

triangles is designed to fill the same aperture size with 1000 elements shown in 

figure 3.1(c). This corresponds to triangle side of 39� . 
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                           (c)     

Figure 3.1: (a) Square Array, (b) Tapered Square Array, (c) Triangular Array, 

Space tapering is applied on element positions in the square and triangular array

to produce the arrays in figure 3.1(b) and 3.1(d) respectively.

be selected as the tapering function. 

here as an example,

reciprocal . The
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   (a)                                                                  

       

(c)                                                                    

(a) Square Array, (b) Tapered Square Array, (c) Triangular Array, 

(d) Tapered Triangular Array. 

Space tapering is applied on element positions in the square and triangular array

to produce the arrays in figure 3.1(b) and 3.1(d) respectively.

be selected as the tapering function. The tapering function chosen for both arrays

here as an example, is a Gaussian distribution with a

The value of the  size window  can be computed from

 

 

           (b) 

 

                     (d) 

(a) Square Array, (b) Tapered Square Array, (c) Triangular Array, 

Space tapering is applied on element positions in the square and triangular arrays 

to produce the arrays in figure 3.1(b) and 3.1(d) respectively. Various windows can 

The tapering function chosen for both arrays 

distribution with a standard deviation 

can be computed from 
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                                                            }i~ I 1n ; DEL���D�L� L� �
�

… … … … … … … . … … … … . O3.1P 

Where 0 � ~ � � and � � 2  

The tapering is achieved by determining the distance of each element to the 

centre of the aperture and calculating the relative distance shift for that element. 

Therefore, elements closer to the centre will move more closely to the centre 

compared with elements at the edges. The array is then rescaled to the original 

aperture size.  For the case studied here, the square tapered array now has a 

minimum separation 	�
� ; 1.69� and a maximum separation 	��� ; 3.89�. 

Following the same approach, the triangular tapered array has a minimum 

separation 	�
� ; 1.69� and a maximum separation  	��� ; 3.49�. It is important 

to note that all four arrays contain the same number of elements8 and have 

equivalent aperture sizes.  

The array radiation patterns, directivity and side lobe performance is calculated 

over the specified band above. The details and formulas of how this is achieved is 

outlined in section 2.2 

• Directivity and side lobe performance  

The directivity and side lobe performance over a broadband are computed for the 

four arrays shown in the previous section. The operational bandwidth chosen is 

20:1 where the frequency in the graphs is the ratio of any particular frequency to 

the start frequency �/��. The directivity performance is shown in figure 3.2 below. 

                                                           
8
 Due to the periodicity and the nature of square and triangular grids, the equal diameter arrays do 

not contain exactly the same number of elements. In the above case, the square array contains 
1005 elements whereas the triangular array contains 1001 elements. However, since the number 
of elements is large, this difference effect can be negligible. 
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For the square array of figure 3.1(a), the directivity rises to a maximum of 39 dB at 

frequency ���� ; 6.5�� ; 0.325��. Since the inter-element spacing for the square 

array is 2.89�, this is equal to 2.8 � 0.3259��� ; 0.919���. The directivity then 

drops dramatically before oscillating around  � r � at higher frequencies. Where, 

� is the number of elements and � is the directivity of the hemispherical element 

of 3dB. Similarly, for the triangular array in figure 3.1(c), a maximum directivity of 

39.5 dB is achieved at frequency  ���� ; 7�� ; 0.35�� which corresponds to 

element spacing of 1.19���. The triangular array allows for slightly larger 

separation before the grating lobes appears in real space which then cause the 

directivity to drop. This larger separation results in a narrower main beam resulting 

in a slightly higher directivity. As the grating lobes appear, the directivity drops and 

oscillates around  � r � at higher frequencies similar to the square array. 

 

Figure 3.2: Directivity performance for periodic and tapered periodic arrays. 

The effect of the periodicity is clearly seen from the directivity performance for the 

square and triangular arrays. While a high directivity is achieved over a narrow 
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band the directivity drops at regular intervals at higher frequencies. This is due to 

periodic formation of grating lobes sets appearing in the radiation pattern causing 

the directivity drop [3]. This can be understood further from the peak and mean 

side lobe comparisons in figure 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. 

 

Figure 3.3: Peak side lobe performance for periodic and tapered periodic 

arrays. 

For the square tapered array, the maximum achievable directivity has dropped to 

36.2 dB compared to the un-tapered square array. In addition, the maximum 

achievable directivity occurs at slightly lower frequency and the corresponding 

minimum separation is now 0.49���. However, the directivity drops smoothly at 

higher frequencies converging towards � r �. Similar performance is seen for the 

tapered triangular array where the maximum achievable directivity has dropped to 

36.6 dB, corresponding to a minimum separation of 0.49��� . The directivity also 

drops smoothly towards � r �. The effect of steady directivity can be understood 

from the peak side lobe comparison in figure 3.3 where the peak side lobe is 
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maintained below -16 dB over the entire band for both tapered arrays. This 

indicates that no grating lobes have formed which would result in dramatic 

directivity drop, instead the grating lobes have been split into smaller side lobes 

over wider angular space. However, these side lobes continue to rise at higher 

frequencies causing the mean side lobe level increase in figure 3.4 

 

Figure 3.4: Mean side lobe performance for periodic and tapered periodic arrays. 

• Radiation Patterns 

It is useful to compare the resultant array radiation patterns in order to further 

understand the directivity and side lobe performance, in addition to comparing the 

pattern shapes. For all configurations discussed in this chapter and chapter4, 

radiation patterns at two frequencies are shown. The first frequency is that at 

which the array achieves its maximum achievable directivity. The second 

frequency is the highest frequency in the band. The value of the maximum 

achievable directivity, peak and mean side lobe levels, in addition to the minimum, 

maximum and average separation are also shown on the relative figures for each 

array configurations.  
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Maximum Achievable Directivity 

The radiation pattern of each array in figure 3.1(a, b, c & d) at the frequency of 

their maximum achievable directivity are shown in figure 3.5(a, b, c & d) 

respectively. A narrower main beam is observed in the case of square and 

triangular arrays than their tapered counterparts as expected. This explains the 

higher maximum directivity achieved by the square and triangular arrays. 

However, the tapered arrays show lower peak side lobes near the main beam. The 

effect of space tapering of element positions has in effect redirected power to 

produce a broader main beam and lower peak side lobes. Moreover, for all arrays, 

one can observe higher side lobes beginning to form at angles far from the main 

beam.    

Highest frequency  

As the frequency is increased higher side lobes appear in the radiation pattern 

which cause directivity drop. Figure 3.6 shows the radiation patterns of the 

different arrays at the highest frequency. At this frequency, the higher side lobes 

have fully formed and dominated the radiation patterns. In the case of rectangular 

and triangular arrays, these higher side lobes come in the form of repeating sets of 

grating lobes, causing the directivity to drop with the appearance of a new set, 

resulting in the oscillating directivity performance in figure 3.2.  However, for the 

tapered arrays, the grating lobes have been fragmented into many relatively lower 

side lobes that increase gradually covering wider angular space as the frequency 

is increased.      
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(a)                                                               (b) 

 

                     (c)                                                               (d) 

 

Figure 3.5: Radiation patterns at frequencies of maximum achievable directivity for 

(a)Square, (b) Tapered Square, (c) Triangular and (d) Tapered Triangular arrays 
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(a)                                                              (b) 

 

(c)                                                                       (d) 

 

Figure 3.6: Radiation pattern at highest frequency for (a)Square, (b) Tapered 

Square, (c) Triangular and (d) Tapered Triangular arrays 
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3.3 Concentric Rings Array 

A concentric rings array can be constructed by locating �� elements on circular 

rings that have a common centre and varying radii �� [67]. Where �� and  �� 

indicate the number of elements and the radius of the �1o ring respectively. For a 

uniform concentric ring array the rings radii increase uniformly and the number of 

elements on each ring can be calculated from its radius from: 

                                                         �� ; 2X�� … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … O3.2P  
If �� is a fraction, it can be rounded down to the nearest integer. The Cartesian 

coordinates of elements on each ring can now be computed from 

                                                       g'� ; �� cosOT'�P … … … … … … … . … … … … … … … … O3.3P 

                                                      h'� ; �� sinOT'�P … … … … … … … … . … … … … … … … O3.4P 

Where T  

                                                     T'� ; 2X����� , � ; 0,1,2. . �� b 1 … … … … … … . … … … O3.5P 

 A uniform concentric ring array of 18 rings and 1065 elements is shown in figure 

3.7(a). The array is designed to have a diameter of 1009� and the corresponding 

minimum separation is 2.89� 

In the previous section the effect of space tapering according to a Gaussian 

distribution was studied on square and triangular arrays. The same technique can 

be applied to uniform concentric rings arrays. In this section, a similar technique is 

chosen in addition to another technique based on randomization to improve the 

broadband performance of the concentric rings array. 
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The first technique is by letting the ring radii increase exponentially. This causes 

the rings to be relatively closer to each other in the middle and more spaced at the 

edges. The array in figure 3.7(b) shows a concentric ring array with exponential 

tapering of power 1.3. Since the array is denser in the middle, the minimum 

separation is now 2.89�  

The second technique is randomization. The position randomization can be 

achieved by introducing a small random error in the element positions. The 

maximum range of the error can be limited as not to exceed a certain percentage 

of the minimum separation in the uniform concentric rings array. Figure 3.7(b) 

shows a randomized concentric rings array where the randomization error is less 

than 50% of the minimum separation of the uniform concentric rings. Similar to the 

previous section, all three arrays contain the same number of elements and have 

the same aperture diameter of 1009�. 
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(a)                                                  (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3.7: (a) Uniform Concentric Rings, (b) Tapered Concentric Rings, (c) 

Randomized Concentric Rings array. 

 

• Directivity and Side lobe Performance 

Similar to the periodic arrays in section 3.2 the directivity and side lobes for the 

three concentric rings arrays are calculated. The directivity performance of the 

concentric ring arrays in figure 3.7 are plotted in figure 3.9. For the uniform 

concentric rings array, the directivity rises to a maximum of 39.5 dB at 

frequency ���� that is when the minimum separation in the array is 0.99���. The 

directivity then drops sharply oscillating around � r �. The directivity drop is due 
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to higher side lobes shown in figure 3.10. The directivity oscillation can be 

explained by the side lobe level rising as a staircase at higher frequencies where 

the directivity drops at each new rise. The directivity performance of a uniform 

concentric rings array is similar to that of the periodic square and triangular arrays 

studied in section 3.1 where a sharp increase in side lobe level occurs at the 

frequency where the array becomes under-sampled (that is the minimum 

separation is larger than one wavelength). However, the high side lobes formed 

are not full grating lobes. This is due to the geometry being periodic in terms of 

ring positions and not in terms of element distribution. That is the element 

distribution in any one plane is not periodic. Therefore, the grating lobes cannot 

fully form, and appear as side lobes that stay below the main beam level, even at 

higher frequencies.  

 

Figure 3.8: Directivity performance for uniform, randomized and tapered concentric 

rings array. 
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In the case of randomized concentric rings array, the maximum directivity has 

dropped to 36.7 dB at a minimum separation of 0.49���. However, as the 

frequency is increased the directivity drops slightly below � r � before converging 

towards � r � with no oscillation. The directivity drop is due to the rise of high side 

lobe levels that remain at a maximum of -13.7 dB at higher frequencies. The effect 

of the randomization eliminated the periodicity in the geometry as in the uniform 

concentric rings array. This reduced the peak side lobe level and stabilized the 

directivity performance of the higher frequencies. However, figure 3.11 shows the 

continuous rise in the randomized concentric rings array mean side lobe at higher 

frequencies compared to the uniform concentric rings array.  

 

Figure 3.9: Peak side lobe performance for uniform, randomized and tapered 

concentric rings array. 

 

For the tapered concentric rings array, the peak side lobe level is below -19.3 dB 

and a much lower mean side lobe is achieved in figure 3.9 and 3.10 respectively. 
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In addition, the maximum directivity is approximately the same value as the 

maximum directivity of the randomized concentric rings array. 

 

Figure 3.10: Mean side lobe performance for uniform, randomized and tapered 

concentric rings array. 

• Radiation Patterns 

Similar to the arrays in section 3.2 the radiation patterns of the uniform 

randomized and tapered concentric rings arrays are considered at the frequencies 

of maximum achievable directivity and the highest frequency in the band. 
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(a)                                                               (b)

  

(c) 

 

Figure 3.11: Radiation patterns at frequencies of maximum achievable directivity 

for (a) Uniform, (b) Randomized, and (c) Tapered Concentric Rings arrays 
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Maximum achievable Directivity 

The radiation pattern in figure 3.11(a) for the uniform concentric rings array shows 

a narrow main beam and low side lobes far from the main beam which gives its 

high maximum achievable directivity. In the case of the randomized concentric 

rings array, the cause of the directivity drop can be understood from its radiation 

pattern in figure 3.11(b) where high side lobes appear over large angular space. 

For the tapered concentric rings array, the radiation pattern in figure 3.11(c) shows 

much lower peak and mean side lobes achieved at the expense of reducing the 

maximum achievable directivity.     

Highest Frequency 

The radiation patterns at the highest frequency �� for different concentric rings 

array are shown in figure 3.13(a, b &c). For the uniform concentric rings, the side 

lobe region contains higher side lobes that are self replicating as the frequency is 

increased which explains the oscillating directivity behaviour at higher frequencies. 

In the randomized case, the side lobe region has been averaged over all space 

except for some peaks which caused the sharp directivity drop in figure 3.8. A 

smoother side lobe region is seen in the case of the tapered concentric rings array 

which is associated with its more stable directivity performance in figure 3.8.   
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                      (a)                                                         (b) 

 

(c) 

 

Figure 3.12: Radiation Pattern at the highest frequency for (a) Uniform, (b) 

Randomized, and (c) Tapered Concentric Rings arrays 
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3.4 Chapter Summary 

This chapter considered the broadband performance and optimization of square, 

triangular, and concentric rings periodic arrays. The main advantage of periodic 

arrays is the ability to achieve high maximum directivity and low side lobes for 

relatively broad bandwidths when well sampled. However, at higher frequencies, 

the under-sampling causes peaks in the side lobe region which might be as high 

as the main beam (grating lobes), such as in the square and triangular arrays. 

Therefore, the broadband performance of periodic arrays is limited by two factors:  

1- The formation of grating lobes which limits the highest operational 

frequency9 taking into consideration scanning requirements (more on 

scanning in section 6.2). 

2- The inter-element spacing constraining the maximum element size which 

subsequently determines the lowest operational frequency 

Moreover, from a cost versus directivity perspective, periodic array can achieve 

more directivity than � r � over a maximum bandwidth of one octave (Not 

including any scan requirements). More bandwidth can only be acquired at lower 

frequency making the array redundant in terms of number of elements and hence 

cost inefficient.  

Optimization of periodic arrays can be achieved by changing the element positions 

as to break the periodicity in the geometry, preventing radiation from individual 

elements to add in phase and causing high side lobe peaks at higher frequencies 

                                                           
9
 For some applications where the signals from all elements are correlated, the unwanted signals received 

by grating lobes can be eliminated reducing the bandwidth limitation. However, since correlation demands 

higher signal processing which increases the cost, beamforming arrays are often favoured especially for 

large arrays.       
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thus extending the operational bandwidth. However, breaking the periodicity also 

reduces the maximum achievable directivity of the array.    

The tapered array performance shows how the breaking of periodicity reduces the 

maximum achievable directivity but prevents the formation of grating lobes at 

higher frequencies.  This can also be achieved by randomization. Even though this 

comes at the expense of sacrificing maximum achievable directivity, the directivity 

can be maintained above � r � for many octaves while side lobe level can be kept 

reasonably under control. These techniques results in different directivity and side 

lobe profiles over the bandwidth depending on the initial geometry. 
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Chapter 4: Aperiodic Arrays 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Aperiodic arrays refer to arrays whose element distribution does not repeat across 

the aperture. Examples are random arrays, and certain types of fractal and spiral 

arrays. From chapter three, the optimization of periodic arrays for broadband 

performance results in aperiodic arrays and in this chapter we consider the 

broadband design and optimization of random and spiral aperiodic arrays. 

4.2 Random Arrays 

4.2.1 Minimum separation constraint random array 

A random array can be constructed by defining an aperture size and distribute the 

elements randomly within that aperture. Similar to arrays in chapter 3, an aperture 

diameter of 1009�  is defined which is allowed to contain 1000 elements. The 

elements are then distributed randomly across the aperture with a predefined 

minimum separation constraint. 
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                           (a)                                                              (b) 

    

                            (c)                                                           (d) 

Figure 4.1: Random arrays with different minimum separation (a) 	�
� ; 0.39�, 

(b) 	�
� ; 0.89�, (c)	�
� ; 1.79�, (d) 	�
� ; 2.39� 

Four arrays with different minimum separations are designed for comparison 

shown in figure 4.1. Due to the fixed aperture array and number of elements, there 

is a limit to the maximum minimum separation that can be enforced between the 

elements. With a reasonable computational time, the largest minimum separation 

constraint that can be achieved for this particular case is 2.39� in figure 4.1(d). 
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• Directivity and side lobe performance  

The directivity and side lobe performance of the different random arrays designed 

in the previous section are compared over a (1:20) band for hemispherical array 

elements similar to the arrays in chapter 3.  

 

Figure 4.2: Directivity performances for random arrays with different minimum 

separations. 

The effect of the minimum separation on the array directivity can be seen in figure 

4.2 where the largest maximum achievable directivity is obtained by the array with 

the largest minimum separation. However, its directivity drops more sharply and 

oscillates more around � r �  at higher frequencies than arrays with smaller 

minimum separations. 

The directivity performance can be understood by examining the element 

distributions for the different arrays in figure 4.1 where a larger minimum 

separation ensures a more even distribution across the aperture and avoids the 
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formation of the dense clusters of elements and subsequently the empty regions 

seen in arrays with a smaller minimum separation. The dense regions reduce the 

elements contribution to the directivity since they are too close in terms of 

wavelength. Moreover, the associated empty region increase the under-sampling 

and cause higher side lobes as can be seen from the peak and average side lobes 

comparison in figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. 

 

Figure 4.3: Peak sidelobe performance for random arrays with different minimum 

separations. 

The peak sidelobes are maintained approximately constant over the entire band 

for all arrays, with the minimum peak sidelobe achieved by the array with the 

largest minimum separation which also achieves the lowest mean sidelobes 

However, the larger minimum separation forces the elements to be nearly equally 

separated creating some form of periodicity which results in the slight directivity 

oscillation at higher frequencies. 
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Figure 4.4: Mean sidelobe performance for random arrays with different minimum 

separations. 

• Radiation Patterns 

Similar to the arrays discussed in chapter 3, the radiation patterns for the random 

arrays are considered at the frequencies of the maximum achievable directivity, in 

addition to the highest frequency in the band: 

Maximum achievable directivity 

The radiation patterns for the different random arrays at the frequencies of their 

maximum achievable directivity are shown in figure 4.5.  One can observe the 

lower side lobes in the radiation pattern of the array with the largest minimum 

separation compared to the radiation pattern of arrays with smaller minimum 

separation where high sidelobes dominate the radiation pattern. 
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It is noted that the array with the largest minimum separation achieves its 

maximum directivity when the maximum element separation is equal to 0.99��� 

comparable to the performance of the square array in chapter 3.  
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                                (a)                                                           (b) 

 

                                 (a)                                                         (b) 

 

Figure 4.5: Radiation patterns at frequencies of maximum achievable directivity 

random arrays, (a) 	�
� ; 0.39�, (b) 	�
� ; 0.89�, (c)	�
� ; 1.79�, (d) 	�
� ;2.39� 
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Highest frequency 

The radiation patterns for the random arrays at the highest frequency are shown in 

figure 4.6 where the arrays are largely sparse in terms of wavelength with high 

side lobes dominating the radiation pattern and the achieved directivity is 

approximately equal to � r �. However, for the array with the largest minimum 

separation in figure 4.6(d), a lower side lobe region can be observed near the main 

beam as high side lobe levels begin to form at angles far away from the main 

beam, progressively moving to closer to the main beam as the frequency is 

increased.  
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                                 (a)                                                             (b) 

 

                                (c)                                                               (d) 

 

Figure 4.6: Radiation Patterns at the highest frequency for random arrays, (a) 	�
� ; 0.39�, (b) 	�
� ; 0.89�, (c)	�
� ; 1.79�, (d) 	�
� ; 2.39� 
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4.2.2 Tapered Random Array 

A large minimum separation constraint applied to random arrays has been seen to 

increase the maximum achievable directivity at a single frequency and reduce the 

sidelobes over the band. However, a random array designed for maximum 

achievable directivity criterion results in an oscillating directivity at higher 

frequencies decreasing below � r � over certain parts of the frequency band. In 

addition, the peak side lobe cannot be decreased below -17dB at any part of the 

band using this kind of design. The benefits of space tapering applied to reduce 

sidelobe level in periodic arrays are utilized here for optimizing the directivity and 

sidelobe performance of random arrays. The same Gaussian window used in 

section 3.1.1 for the tapered square and triangular arrays is used with the random 

array with largest minimum separation in figure 4.1(d) to design the array in figure  

4.7. The array now is denser in the centre compared to the edges, and the 

minimum separation has decreased to 1.259�. 

 

Figure: 4.7 Tapered random array 
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Figure 4.8: Directivity performance of tapered and un-tapered random arrays 

The directivity and side lobe performance of the tapered random array are 

compared to the directivity and sidelobes of the un-tapered array in figures (4.8-

4.10). The tapered array achieves less maximum achievable directivity than the 

un-tapered array (1 dB in this particular tapering). For the tapered array, the 

directivity drops more smoothly as the frequency is increased and oscillates less 

around � r � at higher frequencies. Furthermore, the peak sidelobe achieved has 

reduced over the band by a maximum of 1.5 dB, while maintaining the same mean 

sidelobe level as the un-tapered array. The results show that lower peak side 

lobes can be traded off with maximum directivity by applying space tapering. 

Lower sidelobes can be achieved by applying a selecting a narrower tapering 

window. The expense is a lower directivity in addition to closer minimum 

separation.    
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Figure 4.9: Peak sidelobe performance of tapered and un-tapered random arrays 

 

Figure 4.10: Mean sidelobe performance of tapered and un-tapered random arrays 
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                                     (a)                                                          (b) 

 

Figure 4.11: Radiation patterns of tapered random array (a) Frequency of 

maximum achievable directivity (b) Highest frequency 

The radiation patterns of the tapered random array are plotted in figure 4.11 at the 

maximum achievable directivity and the highest frequency.   

4.3 Spiral Arrays 

A spiral can be defined as a curve which emanates from a central point, getting 

progressively farther away as it revolves around that point. A common way to 

describe a two dimensional spiral is by using polar coordinates O�, 8P, where � is a 

continuous monotonic function of the angle 8. There are many types of spirals that 

can be constructed such as Archimedean, logarithmic, Euler [50]. Designing 

antenna array geometry according to a spiral curve can generate a wide range of 
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aperiodic geometries that can be useful for optimizing the array broadband 

performance.   

 A special case of a logarithmic spiral is the golden angle spiral where its growth 

factor is related to the golden angle [20]. 

The polar equation for a Golden angle spiral is: 

                                                            �� ; 	�O�P … … … … … … … . … … … … … … … … … … O4.1P 

                                                             8� ; 2XΦ� … … … … … … … . … … … . … … … … … … O4.2P 

where, ��is the radial displacement of the �1o element, 	 is a scaling factor, 8�is 

the angular displacement of the �1o element and Φ is the golden ratio = 1.618…. 

[51]. 

Provided that Φ is maintained as the golden ratio, equations (4.1) & (4.2) define a 

class of array geometry termed here Golden Angle Spirals defined for various 

functions �O�P. 

The function �O�P controls the radius of the �1o element from the centre and can 

be described as a space taper function. It is the design of this function that 

governs the broadband behaviour of the Golden Angle Spiral class of arrays.  

4.3.1 Exponential Taper 

The function �O�P can be a simple exponential function �O�P ; ����, where � is the 

index of the �1o element. The four arrays shown in figure 4.12 are designed for 

different exponentials. The larger the exponential value the denser the array 

elements are around the centre compared to the edges. Each array in figure 4.12 

contains 1000 elements and has an aperture diameter of 100 9� 
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                                  (a)                                                           (b) 

 

                                  (c)                                                           (d) 

Figure 4.12: Exponential tapered golden ratio spiral (a) �� ; 1, (b) �� ; 0.7, (c) 

�� ;  ΦDE ; 0.6180, (d) �� ; 0.5 
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• Directivity and side lobe performance 

The directivity and side lobe performance for the exponential tapered golden angle 

spirals are computed over a (1:20) assuming a hemispherical element. For 

exponential value 1, as the frequency is increased, the directivity increases and 

converges towards � r � at higher frequencies. This is due to its massively dense 

centre compared to the edges where elements become too close together in terms 

of wavelength, reducing their contribution to the directivity. As the exponential is 

decreased, the array becomes less dense in the centre causing the array 

directivity to increase until a maximum achievable directivity of 38.2 dB when the 

value of the exponential is 0.5. As the exponential is decreased further, the array 

becomes sparser in the centre compared to the edges causing the maximum 

achievable directivity to drop as the array centre becomes more and more under-

sampled. 

 

Figure 4.13: Directivity performance for exponential tapered golden angle spiral 

arrays 
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The exponentially tapered spirals can achieve the same maximum achievable 

directivity of a periodic square array with the same number of element (see section 

3.1). However, despite the similar sharp directivity drop as the frequency is 

increased, the directivity converges towards � r � with little oscillations. 

Moreover, their peak and mean sidelobe performance can be maintained low over 

a broadband.    

 

Figure 4.14: Peak sidelobe performance for exponential tapered golden angle 

spiral arrays 

A particularly interesting peak side lobe performance is when the value of the 

exponential is equal to the golden ratio conjugate. At this point, it is observed that 

the peak side lobe is the lowest over the band, which then increase as the value of 

the exponential is changed. All arrays have controlled mean side lobe level 

converging to -30dB at the highest frequency on figure 4.15.  
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Figure 4.15: Mean sidelobe performance for exponential tapered golden angle 

spiral arrays 

• Radiation Patterns 

Similar to the previously considered arrays, the radiation patterns of the different 

exponentially tapered spiral arrays are considered at the frequencies of maximum 

achievable directivity, in addition to the highest frequency showing the associated 

directivity, peak and mean side lobe performance. 

Maximum Achievable Directivity 

The radiation pattern at the frequency of maximum achievable directivity the 

different exponentially tapered spiral arrays is shown in figure 4.16. The maximum 

achievable directivity for the array with most dense centre (figure 4.16(a)) occurs 

at a relatively higher frequency and does not exceed � r � with a peak side lobe 

no lower than -16.3 dB. For other arrays, the side lobe region is as low as -40 dB 

which can also be observed from the average sidelobe plots in figure 4.15. It is 

essential to note the minimum separation for each array at its maximum 
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achievable directivity, where it can be impractically small for an antenna element 

to be accommodated and have the physical size to operate at that particular 

frequency.    
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                                 (a)                                                            (b) 

 

                                  (c)                                                            (d) 

 

Figure 4.16: Radiation patterns of exponential tapered golden ratio spiral arrays at 

frequencies of the maximum achievable directivity (a) �� ; 1, (b) �� ; 0.7, (c) 

�� ;  ΦDE ; 0.6180, (d) �� ; 0.5 
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Highest frequency 

The radiation patterns at the highest frequency for the exponentially tapered 

golden angle spirals are shown in figure 4.17. The aperiodic nature of these 

configurations prevents the formation of grating lobes at high frequencies, despite 

some element separations exceeding two wavelengths. Instead, approximately 

equal, level higher side lobes appear in the form of rings appearing at wide angles 

and move towards the main beam as the frequency is increased. The radiation 

patterns show the capability of spiral configuration to maintain low sidelobes 

despite the sever under-sampling. 
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                                      (a)                                                         (b) 

 

                                      (c)                                                        (d) 

 

Figure 4.17: Radiation patterns of exponential tapered golden ratio spiral arrays at 

the highest frequency (a) �� ; 1, (b) �� ; 0.7, (c) �� ;  ΦDE ; 0.6180,(d) 

�� ; 0.5 
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4.3.2 Power Density Taper 

So far, array tapering has been achieved by displacing antenna elements relatively 

closer or further away from the array centre according to certain tapering function 

as illustrated in section 3.1. Another form of tapering can be achieved by assuming 

� circles of increasing radii rings ��, � ; 1,2, … … , � where, number � is the 

number of elements in the array. A tapering function �O�P can then be selected 

such that the radius of a particular ring can be determined by integrating the power 

contained in that portion defined by the desired radius and equating to the total 

power divided by the total number of elements N. The detail of this algorithm can 

be reviewed from [21], and the relationship by which the radial distance is 

determined is shown in equations 4.3 and 4.4 below; 

                                     2X � �O�P�	� ;  2X2��j
�j��

� �O�P	� … … … … … … … … … … … .4.3���
a  

                                      2X � �O�P�	� ;  2X��j
�j��

� �O�P	����
a … … … … … … … . . … … … . .4.4 

Where  ��� is the radius of the array and �a ; 0. Once the radial distance of the 

�1o element has been determined, the angular position can be calculated from 

equation 4.2 for a golden angle spiral configuration. Two array configurations are 

designed here with a Gaussian window with � ; 2.5 (see equation 3.1) and Dolph 

Chebyshev windows for -100dB sidelobe. This is shown in figure 4.17 (a & b). 

Both arrays are designed with 1000 elements and with aperture diameter 

of 1009�. 
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(a)                                                             (b) 

Figure 4.18: Power density tapered arrays (a) Gaussian, (b) Dolph 

Chebyshev 

• Directivity and sidelobe performance 

The directivity performance of the golden angle power tapered spirals is shown in 

figure 4.19. The directivity rises smoothly above � r � and extends for a 

bandwidth of approximately one and a half octaves before decreasing and 

converging towards � r �.  However, the maximum achievable directivity is 

reduced by 4 dB compared to the maximum achievable directivity by a square 

uniform array with the same number of elements (see section 3.1). 
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Figure 4.19 Directivity performance for power density tapered golden angle spiral 

arrays 

The peak sidelobes performance given in figure 4.20, shows low peak sidelobes 

that rise slowly to no more than -19dB at the highest frequency. In addition, the 

mean sidelobes in figure 4.21 are also low, rising to no more than -29dB at the 

highest frequency.  
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Figure 4.20 Peak sidelobe performance for power density tapered golden angle 

spiral arrays 

 

Figure 4.21 Mean sidelobe performance for power density tapered golden angle 

spiral arrays 
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• Radiation Patterns 

Maximum Achievable Directivity 

The radiation patterns of the density tapered spiral arrays at the frequency of 

maximum achievable directivity are shown in figure 4.22. The radiation patterns 

show a broader beam compared to previously considered arrays with a maximum 

achievable directivity to 35.1 dB at a minimum separation of 0.49���. The main 

advantage is a noticeable reduction in peak side lobe level of -28.2dB and -26.8 

dB for the Gaussian and Chebyshev density tapered arrays respectively  

 

                                 (a)                                                               (b) 

 

Figure 4.22 Radiation patterns of power density tapered golden ratio spiral arrays 

at frequencies of the maximum achievable directivity for (a) Gaussian taper (b) 

Chebyshev taper 
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Highest frequency 

The radiation patterns for the density tapered spiral arrays at the highest 

frequency are shown in figure 4.23. The radiation patterns show a relatively lower 

side lobe region particularly near the main beam with no grating lobes despite a 

minimum separation larger than 1.39�. 

 

 

(a)                                                               (b) 

 

Figure 4.23 Radiation patterns of power density tapered golden ratio spiral arrays 

at frequencies highest frequency (a) Gaussian taper (b) Chebyshev taper 
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4.4 Other Array Geometries 

From section 1.2.1, many array geometry optimization techniques have been 

published in the literature. Many of these techniques apply different search 

algorithms for narrowband performance optimization such as genetic algorithms in 

[15] and [16]. As mentioned in the same section, search algorithms become 

computationally complex when large number of elements is considered, 

particularly for broadband arrays. Therefore, these techniques have not been 

considered in this thesis due to their limited flexibility. However, a recent 

publication in [24] utilizes the combination of various aperiodic tiling and genetic 

algorithms to achieve element distributions that extends the bandwidth 

performance of the array. However, only the sidelobe performance has been 

considered for these geometries in [24]. Therefore, the optimized geometries in 

are discussed in this section.  
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 The arrays from [24] are shown in figure 4.23 having a minimum separation of 

1.759� .  

 

   

(a)                                                               (b) 

Figure: 4.24 Perturbed Danzer arrays [24] 

The arrays from [24] are shown in figure 4.23 having a minimum separation of 

1.759� . 

• Directivity and sidelobe performance 

The directivities of the two arrays are compared in figure 4.24 along with their 

correspondent � r �. The figure shows that the maximum achievable directivity is 

achieved at minimum separation of 0.489���. This maximum achievable directivity 

is higher than � r � for both arrays. However, the directivity drops below � r �  
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and dramatically oscillates at higher frequencies. The directivity drop is caused by 

a dramatic increase in side lobe level shown in figure 4.25 

 

Figure 4.25: Directivity performance for Perturbed Danzer arrays 

The rough behaviour of the directivity over the band for these types of array can 

be explained by the element tiling repetitions across the geometry. This technique 

forces the overall geometry to be highly irregular preventing any average 

performance. This leads to a poor directivity performance over the band compared 

to arrays previously considered arrays such as random and spiral arrays in 

sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. 

The peak and mean side lobe level of the two arrays are shown in figures 4.26 and 

4.27 respectively. The side lobe performance profile is comparable to that of the 

uniform concentric rings array discussed in section 3.3.   
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Figure 4.26: Peak sidelobe performance for Perturbed Danzer Arrays 

 

Figure 4.27: Mean sidelobe performance for Perturbed Danzer Arrays 
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4.6 Periodic Vs Aperiodic Array Comparison 

The previous geometry studies shows how the element distribution can be utilized 

to tradeoff the broadband performance of antenna array. To outline this further, 

figures 4.28-2.4.30 compares the directivity, mean and peak side lobe 

performance for selected periodic and aperiodic arrays. The compared arrays are 

the periodic square and concentric rings array discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3 

respectively against the aperiodic random and gauss tapered golden ration spiral 

discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. Similar to the approach outlined in 

the geometry optimization technique in section 2.2, all arrays have equal number 

of elements and aperture dimensions. 

 Figure 4.28: Directivity performance for periodic and aperiodic arrays 

The results show how the high maximum possible directivity achieved by the 

periodic square and concentric rings array has been compromised for a better 

directivity performance over a wide band obtained by the smoother directivity 

response over the band 
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Figure 4.29: Peak side lobe performance for periodic and aperiodic arrays 

This is obtained by eliminating the grating lobes in the case of the square periodic 

array and the high peaks in the periodic concentric rings array via the optimized 

aperiodic distributions for the random and gauss tapered spiral arrays.  

 

Figure 4.30: Mean side lobe performance for periodic and aperiodic arrays 
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4.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter considered the broadband performance and optimization of various 

aperiodic arrays. The study show that aperiodic arrays are in general more 

superior in terms of cost efficiency than periodic arrays where higher directivity 

than � r � can be achieved over a much wider bandwidth from the same number 

of elements. This is achieved by avoiding close element separations which causes 

redundancy in terms of number of elements at low frequencies. In addition, various 

non-iterative techniques such as randomization algorithms and space tapering can 

be utilized to further improve the broadband performance. The tapering reduces 

the maximum achievable directivity at a narrow band, but can offer an 

improvement in terms directivity and side lobe performance over wider 

bandwidths. A class of aperiodic arrays based on the golden angle spiral are 

shown to offer an attractive potential for cost efficient broadband array design 

showing a superior broadband directivity and sidelobe performance over other 

arrays. 

The geometry study has shown the potential of a higher directivity with slightly 

dense geometries where the element separation is less than one wavelength. 

These arrays are termed here as semi-sparse arrays. 
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Chapter 5: Scaling and Mutual Coupling 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The geometry studies presented in chapters 3 and 4 show the broadband 

performance tradeoffs offered by the antenna element distribution in antenna 

arrays with equal number of elements and aperture dimension. The chosen 

sample size i.e. the number of antenna elements for these studies is equal to 

1000. However, for general applications, it is necessary to be able to scale the 

arrays and their performances in order to meet performance requirements for 

various applications. Moreover, the effect of an antenna element pattern as well as 

the electromagnetic interaction between neighbouring antenna elements is 

essential for the evaluation of the overall performance. Therefore, a number of 

scaled array models are designed for full wave simulation comparison (in CST 

Microwave Studio) using the fork tapered slot antenna presented in section 2.2 as 

the antenna element.  

The geometry studies also show that various random and tapered arrays can in 

general be more cost effective in terms of bandwidth than other array geometries, 

and therefore are more attractive for large scale applications. In addition, 

broadband periodic arrays have been widely considered in the literature [43]. 

Therefore, two types of aperiodic geometries are selected. A Gauss density 
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tapered spiral (we call this here “tapered spiral”), and a random array. The detailed 

design of these geometries is outlined in sections 4.2.2 and 4.1 respectively  

5.2 Scaled model 

The geometry optimization method in section 2.1 starts by assuming a constant 

number of elements over a constant aperture dimension. Then the elements are 

distributed with that aperture according to simple analytical function to yield the 

different geometries in chapters 3 and 4. In order to scale the arrays while 

maintaining its performance profile, the number of elements must be scaled as the 

aperture area. That is maintaining the same number of elements per unit area. 

Then, the same analytical function is used to distribute the new number of antenna 

elements over the scaled area.  

 

Figure 5.1: Directivity performance for scaled random and spiral arrays. 
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This can be demonstrated initially by designing a tapered spiral and a random 

array of 1000 elements and scaling their areas as well as the number of elements 

by 4. The minimum separations for the 1000 element arrays are 1.39� and 1.79�  

for the tapered spiral and random arrays respectively. The minimum separation for 

the scaled 4000 element arrays are 1.259� and 1.79� for the tapered spiral and 

random arrays respectively10. The directivity and mean side lobe performance for 

the original and the scaled arrays are shown in figures 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. 

The figures show the expected directivity increase of 6 dB for the larger arrays 

which also lead to a 6 dB reduction in mean side lobes. The performance profile of 

the scaled arrays in figures 5.1 and 5.2 is well preserved over the band. This is 

useful since it allows for more flexible geometry optimization of a manageable 

number of elements to achieve a required performance profile over the band 

before scaling the arrays to meet a certain minimum requirement. This is 

considered further in chapter 8.  

 

Figure 5.2: Mean sidelobe performance for scaled random and spiral arrays 

                                                           
10

 The scaling of tapered array by the outlined scaling method does guarantee the same minimum 

separation and must be considered with care in order to allow for the physical size of the antenna element. 
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The peak side lobe performance of the original and scaled arrays is shown in 

figure 5.3. For the random array, the peak side lobe remains the same over the 

band despite scaling the array. This is due to the peak side lobe being the first 

side lobe near the main beam which remains the highest over the band. However, 

the far out sidelobes will continue to rise at higher frequencies, caused by the 

increasing under-sampling, until exceeding the level of the first sidelobe (not 

shown here). In the case of the tapered array where the first side lobe is a low -

24dB, due to the tapered distribution, the peak side lobes is at far angles from the 

main beam at higher frequencies and continue to rise as the frequency is 

increased. Therefore, the scaled tapered array peak side lobe is also reduced by 6 

dB. 

 

Figure 5.3: Peak side lobe performance for scaled random and spiral arrays. 

The previous calculations have been carried out assuming a constant element 

radiation pattern with the effect of mutual coupling ignored. Unfortunately, due to 

the large size of these arrays, a full wave simulation is impossible to achieve by 
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the available commercial electromagnetic computational tools. However, 

reasonable predictions can be made regarding the array geometry, scaling and the 

overall mutual coupling effect. 

5.3 Full wave Scalability 

A tapered spiral array of a 32 fork tapered slot antennas is designed to operate 

between 0.3 and 1.3 GHz with a maximum possible directivity at 0.3 GHz the 

maximum directivity of the tapered spiral array corresponds to frequency ratio of 8 

in figure 5.1. The array is shown in figure 5.4 (a).  Another array is designed with 

twice the aperture area and number of elements shown in figure 5.4 (b).  

 

                                (a)                                                               (b) 

Figure 5.4 Scaled arrays for full wave Simulation performance for tapered spiral 

arrays, (a) 32 elements (b) 64 elements. 

A full wave simulation was then carried out using CST microwave design studio for 

a uniform amplitude and phase simultaneous excitation where the radiation 
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patterns and total return loss for all elements are computed over the band for both 

arrays. 

 

Figure 5.5: Directivity performance for scaled tapered spiral arrays. 

The directivity and side lobe performances are shown in figures 5.5-5.7. The 

results show a good approximation to the scalability where an expected 3 dB 

increase in directivity has been achieved while a 3dB reduction is seen for the 

mean side lobe level.  
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Figure 5.6: Mean side lobe performance for scaled Tapered spiral arrays. 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Mean sidelobe performance for scaled Tapered spiral arrays. 
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Mutual Coupling effect 

From section 2.4 it is shown that the effect of mutual coupling can change the 

impedance matching at the array elements feed point resulting in mismatch and 

hence loss of efficiency. Therefore it is possible to assess the effect mutual 

coupling over the band by computing the array total efficiency. This can be 

calculated from  

                                                          0121�3 ; 032((���4 … … … … … … … . … … … … … … … O5.1P 

Where 032(( is the mismatch efficiency and 0��4 is the radiation efficiency. Since 

perfect conductors are assumed for this simulation the radiation efficiency is close 

to 100% and can be negligible.  The total efficiency for the two tapered spiral 

arrays as well as the isolated antenna element is shown in figure 5.8.   

 

Figure 5.8: Total Efficiency for Isolated element, Tapered Spiral and scaled 

Tapered spiral arrays. 
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The results show the effect of mutual coupling on the total efficiency of the array 

where the efficiency drops at low frequency due to closer element separation in 

term of wavelength. This illustrates the complex behaviour of the coupling on the 

overall efficiency performance 

In addition, the result show the similar effect of mutual coupling on efficiency for 

the two arrays except at the low end of the band where the coupling is higher. The 

result shows that it is possible to estimate the effect of mutual coupling on the total 

array efficiency for larger scaled geometries particularly at high frequency where 

the mutual coupling effect on the impedance is low. 

5.4 Full Wave Geometry Comparison 

In order to demonstrate the effect of the geometry with a full wave solution, a 32 

element random array is designed with the same aperture area as the 32 element 

tapered spiral from the previous section. Subsequently, similar to the tapered 

spiral array, the random array also corresponds to frequency ratio 8 in figure 5.1. 

The Tapered spiral and random arrays are shown in figure 5.9 with minimum 

separations of 0.469 and 0.569 respectively, where 9 is the wavelength at the 

lowest frequency of 0.3 GHz. Therefore, these arrays are semi-sparse arrays. 

The directivity performance of the two arrays is shown in figures 5.10 where an 

expected 1 dB directivity increase at low frequencies is achieved with the tapered 

spiral array while both arrays having equal directivity at higher frequencies. This is 

consistent with directivity comparison in figure 5.1.  
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                                (a)                                                               (b) 

Figure 5.9: Scaled arrays for full wave simulation performance for:  (a) 32 

elements Tapered Spiral Array (b) 32 elements Random Array. 

 

 

Figure 5.10: Directivity performance for scaled tapered spiral and random arrays 
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The side lobe performance in figures 5.11-12 show the lower side lobes achieved 

with the taped spiral array.   

 

Figure 5.11: Peak side lobe performance for scaled Tapered spiral and Random 

arrays 

 

Figure 5.12: Mean side lobe performance for scaled Tapered spiral and Random 

arrays 
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The geometry comparisons show that different performance tradeoffs can be 

achieved for the same number of antenna elements by applying different 

distributions over the same aperture dimension. 

� Mutual coupling effect 

Similar to the efficiency calculation in the previous section the overall efficiency of 

the random array is compared with that of the tapered spiral array as well as the 

isolated element in figure 5.13. The result show a better efficiency achieved with 

the random array due to larger element separations across the aperture compared 

to the tapered spiral with its relatively dense centre. This shows that while tapered 

arrays can provide a better directivity and sidelobes over the band, they might 

suffer from low efficiency if designed with a minimum separation closer than 0.49 

at the lowest frequency. However, as will be discussed in chapter 8, a lower 

efficiency might be useful for some applications especially when the resultant 

antenna noise temperature is significantly higher than the ambient temperature. 

 

Figure 5.13: Total Efficiency for Isolated element, Tapered spiral and Random 

arrays. 
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It is important to note that the geometry performance tradeoffs might not apply if 

the antenna element radiation pattern contains rapid variations which might cause 

complex effect on the overall array radiation pattern. Moreover, the mutual 

coupling effect depends on the antenna element structure as well as separation. 

Therefore, the efficiency calculation particularly at low frequencies only applies to 

that particular element.    

5.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter considered the scalability and the effect of mutual coupling for two 

aperiodic geometries. It is shown through full wave simulations that provided the 

number of elements per unit area remain the same, the arrays and their 

performances can be scaled to any number of elements and frequency band. In 

addition, the full wave simulations of two equal apertures and number of elements 

random and tapered spiral arrays show the advantage of the element distribution 

in the array in terms of directivity and side lobe performance. In addition, the 

results show the effect of mutual coupling for different geometries. While closer 

separation can lead to better directivity and side lobe performance, it might cause 

a drop in efficiency due to higher mutual coupling effect. 
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Chapter 6: Beamforming 

 

6.1 Introduction 

So far, the study has focused on the impact of different array geometries on the 

array performance assuming equal amplitude and phase voltages i.e. weights, 

applied to each antenna element in the array (uniform weights). However, in 

practice, the performance of the array can be controlled by applying different 

weights schemes. In general, the aim is to maximize the signal to noise ratio by 

forming a more optimum patterns where the maximum receive power is directed 

towards the desired signal/s while reducing the power received by the array in the 

directions of noise sources. This can be understood by expanding the array factor 

formula in section 2.2 as: 

                                        �O5, 6P ; R -O�P�O5, 6PiJ)O�j(
�k72(lm*j(
�k(
�lPn … … . O6.1P'
�SE  

Where -O�P is the voltage weight at the �1o element.  

While this is beneficial, changing the amplitude and phase at the element feed 

point can result in a change in the input impedance particularly in heavy coupling 

environments. Moreover, the antenna element distribution in the array can change 

the effectiveness of the weighting scheme.  
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This chapter studies the effect of simple beamforming algorithms on the 

performance of the random and tapered spiral array distributions discussed in the 

previous chapter including full wave simulations.   

6.2 Mutual coupling compensation  

From section 2.3, the relationship between the voltages at the antenna elements 

feed point and their currents are related by the mutual coupling matrix �{{{ via: 

                                                         +, ; �.{{{ � � … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … . . O6.2P 

The mutual coupling matrix (or impedance matrix) for an N element array can be 

obtained by treating the array as N port network and calculating the scattering 

parameters due to one element being excited, while every other element in the 

array is terminated with matched load. This process can then be repeated for each 

element in the array obtaining the scattering matrix #� for the N port network. The 

impedance matrix �� can then be obtained from the scattering matrix #�. The 

relationship between the scattering and the impedance matrix is given in [52]. 

Once the mutual coupling matrix is obtained the amplitude and phase of the 

current flowing on each element due to uniform voltage weights can be 

determined. Due to the mutual impedances the resultant currents do not have 

equal amplitude and phase. However, an equal current on each element is 

required then. The voltage weights corresponding to that current can be 

determined from equation 6.2 

The above has been applied to the 32 elements random and tapered spiral array 

shown in section 5.2. 
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Figures 6.1-6 show comparisons between the ideal, uncompensated and 

compensated radiation patterns for the two arrays at 300, 400 and 500 MHz in 

both the E and H planes.       

The results show poor pattern corrections particularly at 300 MHz for both arrays. 

A slight improvement is observed in the compensated pattern at 400 and 500 MHz 

particularly around the main beam.  
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     (a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 6.1: Radiation patterns for ideal, uncompensated and compensated tapered 

spiral at 300 MHz (a) E plane, (b) H plane 

 

     (a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 6.2: Radiation patterns for ideal, uncompensated and compensated tapered 

spiral at 400 MHz (a) E plane, (b) H plane 
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     (a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 6.3: Radiation patterns for ideal, uncompensated and compensated tapered 

spiral at 500 MHz (a) E plane, (b) H plane 

 

     (a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 6.4: Radiation patterns for ideal, uncompensated and compensated random 

array at 300 MHz (a) E plane, (b) H plane 
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     (a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 6.5: Radiation patterns for ideal, uncompensated and compensated random 

array at 400 MHz (a) E plane, (b) H plane 

 

     (a)                                                               (b) 

Figure 6.6: Radiation patterns for ideal, uncompensated and compensated random 

array at 500 MHz (a) E plane, (b) H plane 
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The above results show the limitation of pattern corrections due to the mutual 

coupling effect in aperiodic broadband array by means of voltage weight 

multiplication at the antenna feed point. While this technique can provide 

reasonable compensation for an array of simple dipole elements [68] due to the 

simplicity of the current flow, the technique becomes limited when applied to 

complex broadband antenna elements due to their complex three dimensional 

structure. This can be visualized by comparing the current flow on the element 

surface in different coupling environments as well as the isolated element shown 

in figures 6.7-9 for 300, 500 and 900 MHz. 

The result shows significant variations in current flow when compared to the 

isolated element even for a low mutual coupling environment. This can be 

observed from the figures where different current components flow on the surface 

of the elements and not around the edges as in the case of the isolated element. 

Such variations cannot be controlled by the simplistic approach of voltage 

compensation weights which merely controls the excitation of the current at the 

feed point. 
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           (a)                                          (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 6.7: Antenna element 300 MHz surface current for different mutual coupling 

environments (a) high coupling, (b) low coupling, (c) no coupling   
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           (a)                                          (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 6.8: Antenna element 500 MHz surface current for different mutual coupling 

environments (a) high coupling, (b) low coupling, (c) no coupling   
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           (a)                                          (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 6.9: Antenna element 900 MHz surface current for different mutual coupling 

environments (a) high coupling, (b) low coupling, (c) no coupling 
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6.3 Scanning  

One great benefit of phased antenna arrays is the ability to electronically steer the 

main beam in different directions. This can be achieved by introducing the 

appropriate phase shift at each element in the array which corresponds to 

directing the main beam in a certain direction [69]. The value of the phase shift for 

each element in the array, assuming no mutual coupling is present, can be 

calculated from: 

                                                        -O�P ; iJ)O�j(
�k���j72(l���jD*j(
�k���j(
�l���jPn … … … O6.3P 

Where 5(7�� and 6(7�� are the angles of the desired scan direction, �� and .� are 

the coordinates of the �1o element and � is the wave number. The details of 

antenna array scanning are given in [69]. 

The effect of element spacing on the array scanning performance can be crucial. 

For instance, a periodic array must have a minimum spacing to prevent the 

appearance of grating lobes in real space at the maximum required scan angle. 

This due to the periodicity discussed in section 3.2 where the array factor has 

maxima at �	W_�5 ; 2|X, where | ; 0, �1, �2 …. Subsequently the minimum 

separation required to avoid grating lobes at a maximum scan angle 5(7�� in a 

periodic array must satisfy the relationship: 

                                                            	 � 91 I |W_�5(7��| … … … … … . … … … … … . . … … O6.4P 
For large scale periodic arrays, the narrower grating lobe allows for a slight 

increase in the minimum separation without causing its appearance in real space 

[69].  
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In the case of aperiodic arrays where no grating lobes are formed even at larger 

element separations, the effect of scanning causes increase in the side lobe level 

which continue to rise for wider scan angles. It is essential to take into account the 

effect of the element pattern on the scan performance. In addition to the drop of 

the array directivity due to the resultant broader main beam, the directivity and 

sidelobes are also affected by the element pattern particularly in the scan 

direction. A low power in the scan direction can significantly reduce the overall 

directivity of the array.  

The effect of a 30 degree scan on the performance of random and tapered spiral 

array with 1000 hemispherical elements are shown in figures 6.10-12.  The results 

show a drop of directivity by around 0.7 dB and an increase in the mean side lobe 

by the same magnitude. The scanning does not affect the peak side lobe level in 

the case of a random array as it remains at the level of the first side lobe of -17dB, 

figure 6.11. However, for the tapered spiral array where the peak side lobe level is 

due to side lobes at wider angles, the scanning causes increase in peak sidelobe 

level by 2 to 5 dB over the band.    
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Figure 6.10: Directivity performance for random and spiral arrays with 30 degrees 

scan angle (1000 hemispheric elements)  

 

Figure 6.11: Peak sidelobe performance for random and spiral arrays with 30 

degrees scan angle (1000 hemispheric elements) 
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Figure 6.12: Mean sidelobe performance for random and spiral arrays with 30 

degrees scan angle (1000 hemispheric elements) 

The above shows the effect of scanning for aperiodic geometries assuming 

constant idealized element patterns. However, as stated above, the element 

radiation pattern plays a major part in the scan performance. This shown here for 

a full wave simulation of the 32 element random and tapered spiral arrays 

designed in section 5.3 with 30 degrees scan angle in the H plane using the 

tapered slot fork antenna from section 2.3.  

The results for directivity and side lobe levels are shown in figures 6.13-6.15. The 

results show the tapered spiral array to retain the better directivity and side lobe 

performance over the band for both boresight and scan angle.  
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Figure 6.13: Directivity performance for random and spiral arrays with 30 degrees 

scan angle (full wave simulation) 

 

Figure 6.14: Peak sidelobe performance for random and spiral arrays with 30 

degrees scan angle (full wave simulation) 
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Figure 6.15: Mean sidelobe performance for random and spiral arrays with 30 

degrees scan angle (full wave simulation) 

6.4 Amplitude Taper 

A common beamforming approach is applying different relative amplitude for each 

element in the array according to a certain taper distribution11 such as a Gaussian, 

Taylor etc. In well sampled equally spaced arrays such a scheme can result in a 

specific side lobe level provided by the amplitude distribution window. However, 

this often comes at the expense of breading the main beam resulting in a lower 

directivity [43]. For sparse irregular arrays, this technique becomes limited due to 

their under-sampling and their non uniform distributions which require a more 

optimum solution for the amplitude weights [39]. 

                                                           
11

 It is essential to differentiate between space tapering (used previously to refer to element position 

tapering) and amplitude tapering in this section referring to voltage weight tapering. 
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The effect of a 25 dB side lobe Taylor distribution is applied to the 32 element 

random and tapered spiral arrays for full wave simulations. The results for the 

directivity and side lobe performance are shown in figures 6.18-6.20.  

 

Figure 6.18: Directivity performance for scaled random and spiral arrays with 

amplitude taper 

The results show a drop in the array directivity in addition to drop in both mean 

and side lobe level for both arrays due to the amplitude tapering as expected. 

However, the tapered spiral array with the tapered weights show a more sensitivy 

to the effect of applying amplitude taper weights in terms of reducing side lobe 

levels. This is due to the closer element separation particularly in the center of the 

tapered spiral compared to the random array. Nontheless, the effect of amplitude 

tapering on both arrays, shown in figures 6.21-22, show a slight drop in the overall 

effecincy at lower frequencies in the case of the tapered spiral while the random 

array effecincy remains unchanged. This is due more relative power being applied 

to the more inefficint center elements caused by the mutual coupling.   
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Figure 6.19: Mean sidelobe performance for scaled random and spiral arrays with 

amplitude taper 

 

 

Figure 6.20: Mean sidelobe performance for scaled random and spiral arrays with 

amplitude taper 
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Figure 6.21: Total Efficiency for random array with uniform and tapered weights 

 

Figure 6.22: Total Efficiency for tapered spiral array with uniform and tapered 

weights 
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6.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter considered the impact of simplistic beamforming techniques on the 

performance of a random and tapered spiral arrays. This included mutual coupling 

compensation, scanning and beamforming. 

Due to the complexity of the broadband antenna element structure, in addition to 

the complexity of the overall array, the mutual coupling compensation by means of 

voltage weights is limited, and a full compensation could not be achieved. The 

scanning of the two arrays has also been considered where a drop of directivity 

and an increase in the side lobe level is caused by the antenna element pattern 

loss at the scan angle in addition to a factor of UVW5(7�� effect. However, the 

tapered spiral geometry maintains its higher directivity and lower sidelobes 

compared to the random array. A better response to amplitude taper in reducing 

sidelobes is also observed in the case of the tapered spiral array. Due to the 

higher mutual coupling in the centre of the tapered spiral array, the total array 

efficiency drops as a result of the amplitude taper which applies more relative 

power to elements in the centre of array. 
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CHAPTER 7: Experimental Model 

 

7.1 Introduction 

The Geometry study in chapter 3 and 4 show the advantage of array element 

distribution in optimizing the performance of antenna arrays. The optimized 

geometries can be scaled to any number of elements and frequency band as 

shown in chapter 6. This allowed for a possible geometry comparison with smaller 

and therefore more computationally manageable size arrays. This also allows the 

possibility of a realistic experimental measurement with the objective of verifying 

the array geometry effect on the radiation pattern. It is emphasised that the aim of 

this experiment is to verify the geometry effect on the array radiation pattern and 

not its bandwidth. 

The chosen optimized geometry, the number of elements and the operating 

frequency were chosen to allow for a reasonable far field measurement within the 

size constraint of the available anechoic chamber (a maximum range of 5 meters). 

The main cost and complexity lies in the power divider network and the associated 

cabling which in general increase for higher frequencies. Moreover, since radiation 

pattern measurement is the main interest for this experiment, the array is preferred 

to have low mutual coupling effect in order to avoid its effect on the radiation 

pattern. The large element separation implies a larger aperture size exerting an 

extra constraint with respect to far filed measurements. From these constraints, 
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the chosen geometry configuration is a 32 element exponentially tapered golden 

angle spiral. This geometry is discussed in section 4.3.1 where the corresponding 

array obtains a first side lobe level of -22 dB. The chosen frequency is 5 GHz with 

an aperture diameter ���  of 6.529 or a far field distance 
L����

� =5.1 meters. The 

detail design and tradeoffs are discussed in the following sections 

7.2 Element design 

The antenna element of choice is a printed dipole with an adjustable integrated 

balun proposed in [53] where it has been redesigned here for the required 5 GHz 

operating frequency. This dipole antenna design is simple, and requires no 

additional balanced feed or external impedance matching to the feed point. The 

antenna has been reported in [53]. 

The antenna is fabricated on a dielectric substrate of dielectric constant of 2.33. 

The material is PTFE (RO5870 from Rogers Cooperation [54]) with copper on 

either side with a thickness of 0.381mm. The redesigned antenna is shown in 

figure 7.1 where the dipole is fabricated on one side while the balun is fabricated 

on the other. The antenna dimensions are shown in table 7.1. The dipole arms are 

short circuited with the ground plane and the antenna is fed through a hole in the 

ground plane with an SMA connector as shown in figure 7.1  
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Figure 7.1: Printed dipole with integrated balun 

 

Dimension -� �� �( �  ¡� �1 �1 �( �  

Value, 
(mm) 

29 3.26 6.07 5.54 15 8 5.69 0.381 9.5 

Table 7.1: Antenna dimensions 

 

The integrated balun is designed to have an impedance of 50Ω to match the feed 

line and the antenna is simulated using CST microwave studio. The return loss is 

shown in figure 7.2 where it shows consistency with the characteristic of the return 

loss for the dipole antenna in [53].  

�  

�( 

�� 

�  

�( 

�1 ¡� 

-� 

Ground Plane 

Substrate 

SMA 

�1 

Dipole arms shorted to ground plane 
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Figure 7.2: Simulated dipole element return loss 

The antenna is resonant at 5 GHz with a return loss of -23dB.  

7.3 Array design  

The array is designed by distributing 32 dipole elements according to the golden 

angle spiral configuration with a golden ratio conjugate exponential tapering (See 

section 4.3.1). Initially, the array is designed with a large minimum separation to 

avoid mutual coupling and avoid any mismatch. The large minimum separation 

increases the size of the aperture beyond the far field of the available anechoic 

chamber. Therefore, the array size is gradually scaled down bringing elements 

closer together where the mutual coupling effect increasingly changes the 

impedance of each element as they get closer and subsequently increases the 

return loss. 

The printed dipoles balun can be in principle adjusted to reduce the mismatch 

effect and improve the return loss. Due to the irregular geometry the coupling 

effect on each element performance varies from element to element, so that each 
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element will have to be designed individually. This additional complexity would 

considerably complicate the design. Accordingly, the design was modified to 

reduce the mutual coupling allowing the same element to be used throughout the 

array. A reasonable array size for far field measurements was obtained with a 

minimum separation of 0.779 without a significant mutual coupling effect. 

 

Figure 7.3: Array geometry 

 

The array geometry is shown in figure 7.3. The array has 32 elements with a 

minimum separation of 0.779, a maximum separation of 1.169  and an aperture 

diameter of 6.529. The minimum far field distance is defined at 2���L/9, where ��� 

is the diameter of the array [32]. For the designed array the far filed distance is 

equal to 5.1 meters. 

The array is simulated using CST microwave studio and the return loss for each 

element in the array is shown in figure 7.4. The return loss shows how some 
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elements matching are degraded due the mutual coupling effect. However, as 

mentioned earlier the design was intended to avoid significant mutual coupling 

effect. The minimum return loss on any one element is maintained below -10dB at 

5GHz.  

 

Figure 7.4: Simulated return loss for 32 element golden angle array, CST 

7.4 Model Construction 

The element is constructed to be soldered onto a supporting bracket holding the 

SMA connecter which it can then be screwed onto a ground plane. Figure 7.5 

shows the design structure, where the brackets provide support for the element 

and the soldering insures the short circuiting of the dipole arms while SMA feed 

can be soldered onto the balun feed from the opposite side. The elements are 

then screwed onto the ground plane in holes in the appropriate positions to 

achieve the required distribution. This is shown in figure 7.6. 
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Figure 7.5: Dipole element mechanical structure  

 

 

Figure 7.6: Elements on ground plane  

Bracket 

Antenna element 

SMA 
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A wooden backing structure, figure 7.7 is designed to support the ground plane 

and the feeding network. The feeding network consists of four 8 to 1 power splitter 

and a single 4 to 1 power splitters connected with semi-rigid phase matched 

cables.     

 

Figure 7.7: Array mechanical support structure 

The cables are phased matched within a maximum of +/- 3 degrees at 5 GHz with 

the power splitters having maximum frequency of 7.7 GHz.  

7.5 Measurements 

Initially, a single element is connected for return loss measurement. The 

comparison between the simulated and measured return loss has good agreement 

as shown in figure 7.8.  
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Figure 7.8: Simulated Vs measured return loss 

The element is then fitted on a small ground plane and placed in the anechoic 

chamber for the H and E plane co-polar radiation pattern measurements in figure 

7.9 and 7.10 respectively. The comparison shows a good agreement between 

simulation and measurement. The remaining elements were also measured for 

return loss and radiation patterns before being all fitted on the main ground plane.    
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Figure 7.9: Simulated Vs measured H plane element Co-polar radiation pattern 

 

Figure 7.10: Simulated Vs measured E plane element Co-polar radiation pattern 
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The phase matched cable are then connected through the power splitters and to 

each element feed point. Although measured cables showed a +/- 3 degrees 

variation in phase, the bending required for connections might increase the phase 

variations. The power splitters might also introduce an extra phase error. 

Therefore, the phase errors are measured between the array input and the 32 

outputs of the feeding network. The measured phase errors have a maximum 

amplitude variation of 8% and a maximum phase variation of +/-4 degrees due to 

errors introduced by different cables and splitters. 

The array is then mounted in the anechoic chamber in figure 7.11 for H and E 

plane co-polar radiation pattern measurements.  

 

Figure 7.11: connected array in the anechoic chamber 
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Unfortunately, due to the extra size of the support structure the maximum 

measuring range was reduced to 4.5 meters which is slightly less than the 

minimum distance required for the far field of the aperture. The measured co-polar 

patterns are compared with simulations for both the H plane and the E plane 

shown in figures 7.12 and 7.13 respectively. Over most angular space, the 

measurements for both planes show a reasonable agreement with the simulation 

from CST except for side lobes near the main beam where a maximum error of 

2dB is observed in the co-polar plane. The results are also compatible with the 

simulated results for the exponentially tapered golden ratio spiral discussed in 

section 4.3.1.  

 

Figure 7.12: Simulated Vs measured H plane array Co-polar radiation patterns 

The majority of the error between the simulated and measured patterns is due to 

the measurement range being slightly shorter than the minimum distance required 

for far field. In order to verify this, the array radiation pattern is simulated in Matlab 

with measured element pattern and at the array measurement range of 4.5 
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meters. The simulated pattern is included in the comparison where an improved 

agreement is observed. Other errors might include small variation in individual 

antenna elements due to soldering, in addition to other mechanical imperfections.   

 

Figure 7.13: Simulated Vs measured array E Plane Co-polar radiation patterns 

7.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter illustrates the design and radiation pattern measurement of a 32 

element tapered spiral array. The design is implemented using a printed dipole 

antenna as the array element. The measurements show a reasonable agreement 

with the simulation where a low side lobe pattern has been achieved by the 

optimized distribution where the measurements show fair agreement with the 

simulations. The design demonstrates the advantage of the tapered spiral array 

geometry on the array system performance. 
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Chapter 8: On Large Scale Broadbad Antenna 

Array Optimization 

 

8.1 Introduction 

From chapter 1, the main figure of merit for optimizing large scale broadband 

arrays for radio astronomy and other imaging applications, is the overall system 

sensitivity #, restated here: 

 

                                  # ; 9L0121�3�4XO0121�3$% I O1 b 0121�3P$��& I $�'% P … … … … … … … … . . O8.1P 

 

The aim is to meet the minimum sensitivity requirement over the band with the 

minimum complexity i.e. the minimum number of antenna elements, which 

requires optimizing the array directivity, sidelobes and efficiency over the band. 

The optimization can start initially by identifying the noise sources due to the 

environment and subsequently defining a minimum required directivity and 

sidelobe performance over the band. A reasonable aperture size and number of 

elements can then be selected where the element distribution is optimized to 

closely resemble the required directivity and side lobe profile over a similar 
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bandwidth. The aperture size and subsequently number of elements can then be 

scaled to meet the minimum requirement over the required band. The optimization 

process must keep in mind the minimum separation required by the antenna 

element in addition to its scan loss. The array total efficiency which depends on 

the antenna element as well as the resultant geometry must also be considered in 

the optimization process. 

The above is demonstrated in the next two sections for an optimized Square 

Kilometre Array low frequency aperture array station configuration.   

8.2 Square Kilometre Array low frequency aperture array SKA-

AAlow. 

The square kilometre array (SKA) is expected to be the most advanced multiband 

radio telescope ever built [1]. The specifications of the SKA have been evolving 

over the years [55]. One part of the SKA is the low frequency aperture array 

proposed to operate between 70-450 MHz [56] 

 

Figure 8.1: Brightness temperature profile for different scan angles [3] 
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From [55], provided a suitable low noise receiver is used, most of the antenna 

noise temperature is due to contribution of the sky brightness shown here in figure 

8.1 where it becomes noticeably hotter below 1 GHz. Such a hot sky would 

demand a larger effective area in order to meet the minimum sensitivity of 4000 

|L/}  from the 250 stations [57].  

Due to the high sky brightness temperature at the lowest frequency, an aperture 

distribution which achieves the maximum possible directivity at the lowest 

frequency might be an obvious choice. However, the directivity of such an aperture 

drops dramatically at higher frequencies as shown in chapter 4.2.1 for a large 

minimum separation random array. This might reduces the sensitivity below the 

minimum requirements at those frequencies which can only be retained by 

increasing the number of elements and the aperture size increasing the cost of the 

overall system. Therefore, an aperture distribution with a relatively high directivity 

at the lowest frequency and smoother directivity performance for higher 

frequencies, close to the sky temperature profile, is a more optimum choice. This 

can be best achieved by the random and the tapered spiral distributions discussed 

in chapter 5. The directivity performance and frequency band of the two 

distributions are scaled to the required minimum sensitivity assuming in total 250 

aperture arrays. The total efficiency simulated in chapter 5 for each distribution 

has also been included in the calculation. The resultant sensitivities for the two 

distributions are shown in figure 8.2 with their required number of elements and 

the corresponding aperture diameters ��� for each of the 250 stations. Inspection 

of figure 8.2 shows that the tapered spiral achieves a much flatter sensitivity 

response which allows the number of elements to be reduced. This results in 

11100 elements per array. However, due to the inherent lower directivity of the 
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random array, 13450 elements are required to meet the minimum sensitivity at the 

lowest frequency. This also leads to the random array being overdesigned at 

higher frequencies. The result shows the advantage of the tapered spiral in 

meeting the minimum sensitivity over the band with fewer elements and 

subsequently aperture diameter. This shows how the element distribution can be 

utilized to reduce the complexity of the overall system and prevent over designing 

the array.   

 

Figure 8.2: Overall SKA sensitivity for 250 stations of tapered spiral and random 

array configurations, showing the number of elements per station 

8.3 Antenna Array Noise Temperature 

The previous section considers a constant brightness temperature over angular 

space according to the model presented in [3]. While this is valid to first order, the 

sky is often non-uniform over angular space. Subsequently, the total antenna 

noise temperature becomes complex as the brightness profile is much more 
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angularly dependant, so that the noise temperature at any one frequency is more 

heavily dependent on the overall radiation pattern. This can be understood through 

equation 1.4 which is restated here: 

                                         $% ; d|�O5, 6P|L. $()*O5, 6P. W_�5. 	5. 	6d|�O5, 6P|L. W_�5. 	5. 	6  … … … . … . . . . … … O8.2P 

The above formula shows the effect of an angular dependent sky temperature on 

the antenna array noise temperature due to its radiation pattern. In order to 

illustrate the effect, the Haslam 408 MHz All sky survey data [58] is used for an 

observation scenario with the radiation patterns obtained from the random and the 

tapered spiral array distributions of 1000 elements. The Haslam data is a full sky 

temperature survey at 408 MHz. The observation is carried out by keeping main 

beam at boresight while the sky is being passed over the array over 24 hours. The 

antenna noise temperature is then calculated from equation 8.2 ensuring a 

relatively cold sky at the position of the main beam in order to demonstrate the 

impact of side lobe level on the antenna noise temperature. 

The antenna noise temperature is calculated by substituting the radiation patterns 

of the two random and tapered spiral arrays in equation 8.2 for each observation. 

The resultant antenna temperature for the random and the tapered spiral array 

distribution is shown in figure 8.4. The result shows the advantage of low 

sidelobes achieved by the tapered spiral in reducing the antenna noise 

temperature over the band. The computation does not include any other losses 

and aims to demonstrate to advantage of lower side lobe level in reducing the 

overall antenna noise temperature.   
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Figure 8.3 sky brightness at 408 MHz [58] 

 

Figure 8.4 Antenna Array Temperature for Tapered Spiral and Random arrays for 

24 hour observation at 408 MHz. 
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8.4 Chapter Summary 

This chapter illustrates the large scale broadband optimization technique through a 

design example for the SKA low frequency aperture array. The result show the 

advantages of the antenna element distribution in reducing the system complexity 

by reducing the number of elements while maintaining the minimum requirement. 

The result show a potential reduction of 2350 elements per station or 587500 

elements for the overall SKA by using the more effective tapered spiral 

distribution. It is worth noting that a square periodic array with half wavelength 

separation at the highest frequency of 450 MHz, would require a minimum of 

140000 elements to meet the low frequency sensitivity requirements while the 

tapered spiral geometry can meet this minimum requirement with 11100 elements. 

The advantage of low side lobes (provided by the distribution) of the tapered spiral 

array compared to a random array distribution, in reducing the noise temperature 

is also demonstrated using the Haslam 408 MHz sky survey. 
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Chapter 9 : Conclusion and Future Work 

 

9.1 Conclusion 

This thesis considered the design and optimization of large scale broadband 

antenna array systems. The research examines the advantages and limitation of 

the element distribution and its implications on the performance of other system 

parts. The study also illustrates a flexible optimization process where the array 

performance can be widely influenced using relatively simple techniques which 

require no iteration or search algorithms. The study then demonstrates how these 

techniques can be used to reduce the complexity and enhance the performance. 

This is achieved through a self built antenna array simulator and verified through 

full wave simulation in (CST microwave studio) in addition to array radiation 

pattern measurement of an experimental model.  

  

The choice of optimized geometry can vary significantly depending on the 

application. However, from this study, three main design categories can be 

identified: 

1. Dense arrays 

A dense array with element separations less than one wavelength at the highest 

frequency in the band (ignoring any scan requirements) is well known and a 

common approach to designing antenna arrays. For broadband antenna array 
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applications, this leads to a very small element spacing in terms of wavelength at 

the lowest frequency. These types of well sampled arrays have the potential to 

achieve a high directivity particularly at the highest frequency in the band. 

Moreover, the well sampling insures low side lobe level over the entire band. 

Therefore, a dense array is an attractive option for applications where low side 

lobes are essential and/or when higher noise sources exist at high frequencies. 

The favourite geometries for this type of array are equally spaced square or 

triangular geometries, section 3.2. These periodic geometries allow for infinite 

array optimization design which can take into account the effect of mutual coupling 

which dominate the array environment due to the close separations between 

antenna elements. The array low frequency bandwidth is limited by the minimum 

separation which limits the maximum allowed physical element size and hence its 

low frequency bandwidth. On the other hand, the array high frequency bandwidth 

is limited by the formation of grating lobes taking into account the maximum scan 

angle requirement as shown in equation (6.4). However, the main disadvantage of 

such geometries is the large number of elements required, which leads to 

increased complexity and poor cost efficiency, particularly for larger bandwidths, 

where many elements become redundant at the low frequency due to 

oversampling. 

2. Semi-sparse arrays 

A semi-sparse array is defined here as an array where the minimum element 

separation is less than one wavelength at the lowest frequency of the band. This 

makes the element separations considerably larger than half wavelength at the 

highest frequency, depending on the bandwidth required. The slightly dense array 

can provide high and smooth directivity response at these making them suitable 
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for application if higher noise sources are present. For this type of arrays, an 

aperiodic geometry is required to avoid any grating lobes at higher frequencies 

due to the under-sampling. The under-sampling at higher frequencies causes high 

side lobes in the radiation pattern which can reduce the directivity dramatically. 

Nonetheless, the element distribution can be manipulated to reduce the effect of 

the under-sampling and provide a smoother directivity and side lobe performance 

over the band. Examples of these geometries are random, and tapered spiral 

array discusses in sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. The main advantage of a 

semi-sparse array is their potential in providing high directivity at low frequencies, 

from a relatively small number of elements, while maintaining a reasonable 

performance in terms of directivity and sidelobes at higher frequencies particularly 

with tapered geometries with relatively denser centre. In addition, the tapered 

geometries can provide a potential for a more effective beamforming than 

distributions with wider separation due to the better sampling. Due to the slightly 

dense distributions at low frequencies, the mutual coupling effect can be 

significant and cause a change in the impedance matching towards the centre of 

the array, reducing the overall array efficiency. This is reduced still further for the 

tapered geometries as seen in sections 5.2 and 5.2. In some applications, a low 

efficiency can be accepted, if for example, the antenna noise temperature is 

considerably larger than the ambient temperature as shown in section 8.2. The low 

frequency bandwidth for this array is limited by the mutual coupling effect and the 

maximum element physical size (which also constraints the minimum element 

separation), where the high frequency bandwidth is limited by the element high 

frequency bandwidth and the formation of much higher side lobe levels due to the 

severe under-sampling.   
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3. Sparse arrays 

A sparse array is an array where the minimum element separation is larger than 

one wavelength at the lowest frequency.  The same aperiodic geometries can be 

designed to have that minimum separation. This type of geometry design insures a 

low mutual coupling effect, which can provide more flexible element design. 

However, for aperiodic arrays, the directivity does not exceed � r � despite the 

antenna element distribution. Nonetheless, the tapered geometries can provide an 

advantage in terms of lower side lobes over the band. 

9.2 Future Work 

1. Array Geometry: The geometry study presented in this thesis illustrates the 

ability to achieve different broadband array performance tradeoffs by using 

simple optimization techniques. When a particular geometry is reached, 

further optimization might be possible by using a suitable search algorithm 

as presented in the literature, in order to further reduce the number of 

elements without infringing the minimum requirements. 

 

2. Broadband Antenna Element: This thesis considered a tapered slot type 

broadband antenna as the array element. The geometry performance 

analysis with several different types of antennas including compact size 

antennas, would give a greater insight as to the potential difficulties mutual 

coupling causes. The use of say, two types of antennas interleaved, 

particularly in the tapered array geometries, may have benefits such as high 

frequency (and therefore smaller) antenna to be deployed in the more 
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dense centre of the array, and low band antenna to be positioned in the 

more sparse region of the array.    

 

3. Electromagnetic modelling: This thesis relied on full wave simulation with 

using CST microwave studio to model the studied arrays. The Finite 

Integration Technique (FIT) implemented in CST microwave studio requires 

large computational resources putting a limitation on the maximum possible 

array size. It is useful to carry out the modelling with a more efficient 

software tool. The software might implement the fast Method of Moment 

MoM technique presented in [65]. The technique utilizes macro basis 

functions for fast computation of non-uniform arrays.   

 

4. Beamforming: various beamforming techniques have been implemented in 

this thesis. This included mutual coupling compensation where voltage 

weights were applied to correct for the mutual coupling effect on the 

radiation pattern. This technique showed limited performance. Other 

methods such as the one presented in [40] where embedded radiation 

patterns were combined with the mutual coupling matrix to obtain a more 

optimum array radiation patterns, might provide a better mutual coupling 

compensation. This technique might also be useful for more optimum 

scanning and null steering. 
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